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SNOW and generally
cloudy weather tonight

n

TURKS

I I

and Saturday; cooler,
is the prediction.

IAN

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Til

IN THE REGION OF VPRES AND EASTERN
TEUTONS MAEtiNG
STAND AGAINST

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

REPULSE

GENERAL
OF ALLIES TO DRIVE
THEM BACK

T

The Paris
three of them
one point the
of the allies.

statement says that German attacks were made and that
were completely repulsed. It Is admitted, however, that at
Germans succeeded in reaching one of the first line trenches
Elsewhere in Flanders, however, continued progress is report-

Galicla.

It is admitted unofficially in' Petrograd today that German troops are
sweeping across Russian Poland and are now about 15 miles from Warsaw.
The army of General Mackensen apparently is striking forward rapidly, alTHE TURKS
though it is said that the other Invading armies to the north and south are
London, Dec. 11. A dispatch to the making little If any progress. The possibility of German occupation of
In Petrograd, where it Is said that if the Russians should
Evening News from The Hague says: Warsaw Is seen
".According to Information reaching withdraw from the city for strategic reasons, its capture by the Germans
here tonight through private sources, should not be considered as Important.
Emperor Nicholas Is again at the front, having gone on this occasion
Emperor William's condition today
where his troops are seeking to thrust back the Turks
showed
marked Improvement, His to
and accomplish Russia's historic aim of planting her flag on the Bosphorus.
temperature this morning was
His physicians allowed him to A Turkish report states that an attempt of Russians to land troops on the
shores of the Black sea near Batum was repulsed with heavy Josses to
sit up for a few hours."
the Invaders.
London, Dec. 11. The reported rout
Germany is proudr of her venturous men of war In the hour of their
of the Austrian forces in Servia, the destruction. The admiralty at Berlin points out that the warships defeatborders of which country were cross' ed by the British In the south Atlantic had been for four months on the
ed triumphantly just two weeks ago, high seas, deprived of the use of ports for obtaining supplies or repairs,
together with the steady advance of nt withstanding which they were at times able to obtain coal'. The cruiser
the German center In the direction of Dresden, last survivor of the five warships which "composed the squadron,.
Warsaw in this, the third German in- U reported to have been bottled up In the Straits of Magellan and her fate
vasion of Russian Poland, dominate is In doubt.
the war news today.
Emperor William, announcement of whose illness has been followed by
After occupying Lodz the Germans various unauthenticated reports that hia condition was serious, is said to
have been pushing to the northeast to- have improved considerably.
ward Warsaw, along the railroad and
Little Is known concerning the present conflict in France and Belgium
one dispatch from Petrograd estimates
except that the fighting Is more spirited and that the allies are making
that they are only 15 miles from the board though Indefinite successes.
Polish capital.
i no rcporrca turn in xne Tonunes oi war
in.oervia, wnero oniy retenuy
in eftect the' vf,,,
Although conceding
the Austrians wertf. described as pushing the defending 'army to such
progress of the German center, the
lengths as to threaten Its destruction, Is said in Nish to be decisive. The
Russians, judging from dispatches claim Is made that the Austrians are
retreating In disorder all along the
reaching London; contend that the tide
more than 22,000 prisoners, have been taken.
that
and
line,
is running in their favor in the sanguinary fighting south of Cracow,
"In the Argonne we have pushed
forces to have repulsed French attacks in the.
where combined Austro-Germa- n
forward several of our trenches and
are endeavoring to move northward. Woevre region.
"We have made progress in Fland driven back two German attacks.
They declare, moreover, that they are
"In the region of Varennes we have
holding In check the German forces ers. To the east ana to the west of
pushing' down "toward Warsaw from the Argonne (in France) the enemy's consolidated our gains of the precedeast Prussia.
artillery positions were attacked with ing days. The German artillery has
It would appear today that the Ser- good results. French attacks in the been very active, but we have suffer
vian retirement before the Austrians forest of Le Petre and to the west ed no losses. A similar condition has
were repulsed.
existed on the heights of the Meuse.
some weeks ago was In reality a move- of
"There is no change in the situation
"In the forest of Le Pe're our proment for strategic purposes. Their
Mazurian
to
east
the
lakes.
of
If
has been continued and has
the
Nish
return
(East
gress
reports
blow,
sharp
are to be accepted, has been extraor-lnaril- Prussia.)
developed.
"Our attacks in northern Poland are
"To the south of Thann we have
effective.
occupied the railroarf station of Ash-acprogressing.
"No news is at hand from southAustrians Flee In Disorder
ern Poland.
"Along the remainder of the front
Paris, Dec. 11. The correspondent
"Chief of the army admin- in the Vosges there have been artillery
(Signed)
of tlie Havas agency at Nish, Servia,
istration."
engagements."
under date of December 10, transmits
TRANS-CAUCASI-

trans-Caucasi- a

nor-ma- t.

i

,
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The Berlin Statement
Berlin, Dec. 11 (by Wireless to LonIn the official communication
iseu. d today by the German army
headquarters staff the Germans claim
to have made progress on both sides
ct the Argonne forest and in Flanders
don.)

Activity at Ypres

--I

state
Paris,
ment given out in Paris this afternoon,
says that the enemy yesterday was
active in the vicinity of Ypres. .Three
of his attacks were repulsed, but one
of the important French tranches was
reached by the forces of Emperor William. ' Nevertheless,
French troops
continue to make progress in, the direction of the enemy's lines, according to the official report.
Artillery engagements are reported
in the region of Arras and in the
Vosges, as well as in the vicinity of
Varennes and oh the heights of the
Meuse. In the Argonne the French
advanced several of their trenches.
The text of the communication folDec. 11.

The official

-

lows:

"The enemy yesterday showed a certain activity in the region of Ypres.
He directed several attacks against
our lines, three of which were completely repulsed. At one single point
in front the Germans succeeded In
reaching one of our first line trenches.
On our side, w
continued to make
progress in the direction of the enemy's lines.
"In the region of Arras and in the
vicinity of Juvincourr there have been
artillery engagements.

TODAY IN CONGRESS

r
Washington, Dec. 11. Senate: Met
at noon.
Chairman Hitchcock of the Philip
pine committee announced that the in
dependence bill would be prepared for
passage at this session.
Testimony continued before a spec
ial committee oa charge of railroad
rate discrimination against south Atlantic ports.
Hearings on the bill for leasing land
for water power cites continued before
the lands committee.
Senator Weeks spoke on the subject
of national defense.
Adjourned at 1:30 P. m. until noon
Saturday, as a mark of respect to the
late Representative Payne.
House: Met at noon, v
After arranging for funeral service
in thei house at 10 a. m. Sunday for
the late Representative Sereno E.
Pnyne and the appointment of a committee to take his body to New York,
adjournment was taken at 12.38 today
until 11 a. m. Saturday.
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A NUISANCE

COMHEARING OF INDUSTRIAL
MISSION
CONTINUES
AT
"' COLORADO CAPITAL"

PROVISIONAL
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OESTOFPEB

IT WILL NOT GO ON IF BULLETS
MUST FLY ACROSS THE
BOUNDARY LINE

THOUGHT
TO HAVE BEEN
MURDERED BY ORDER OF
GUARDSMEN

THEY THINK THE DRESDEN WILL
DOWN AND SUNK

BE RUN

PLEASED BY AfCOMPLISHMENT

BUILD

OUR

WARSHIPS LINDERFELT

OWN

OFFICIAL

DEFUNCT
CRUISER SQUADRON
DECLARED TO HAVE DONE
EXCELLENT WORK

THE FBECE

iv AS

TOO

GREAT

TEUTONIC VESSELS UNABLE TO
COMPETE WITH HEAVY ENG- -'
LISH CRAFT

Berlin, Dec. 11 (via Amsterdam and
London) A German
statement was given out here today re
garding the naval battle off the Falk
land Island December 8, when
the
German cruiser squadron commanded
by Admiral Count von Spee was de
feated by a British squadron under
Vice Admiral Sir Frederick Doveton
Sturdee. The Ions of the Schamhorst,
Gneisenau and Leipzig is conceded by
the Germans, and little hope was held
out that the cruisers - Pr'enden and
Nurnberg could long
capture.
The statement reaV "" ;
semi-offici-

.

:

Falkland Islands 'it transpired that
our cruiser squadron, soon after the
battle with Sir Christopher Cradock's
ships off Coronel, put Into the harbor
of Santiago de Chile and left there
after a stay of less than 24 hours for
an unknown destination. It is assumed that the squadron steamed south
ward to seek the British battleship
Canopus and the light cruiser Glasgow.
'Meanwhile, it appears from the
English, newspaper a strong British
squadron was dispatched to search

for and to destroy our cruiser squad
ron. Nothing certain it yet known by
us concerning the battle. It is reason,
able to conclude, however, that the
Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and Leipzig
were sunk, while the Dresden and the
Nurnberg succeeded in escaping.
"In view of the superiority of the
enemy's fleet which consists particu
ships,
larly of big, fast,
there seems little chance that our
two cruisers can long evade pursuit.
We must, therefore, also reckon with
the loss of both of these ships.
"It is hardly to be expected that ac
curate information will be given from
British sources of the course of the
conflict or ,of the composition of the
British squadron.
"It should not be forgotten that ouf
squadron was four months on the high
seas and that without being able to
make use of cablegrams or other
means of Information it assembled and
dealt a heavy blow to the enemy's
fleet No protected harbor was at the
disposal of our ships for most necessary repairs, and there was no dock
for the cleaning of their keels. They
in getting
succeeded, nevertheless,
supplies of provisions and "coal "for
four months without falling Into the
...
........
enemy's hands."
The British official statement an
nouncing that the German cruiser
Nurnberg also had been sunk on De
cember 8 apparently' had not been
made public in Berlin when lUe forel
communication was
going!
well-arme- d

.

semi-officia-

Issued.
FRANK
Denver,

Dec.

CRAIG DEAD
Craig,

founder of the Craig Colony of Brotherly Relief here, died some time last
night in his tent in the colony. His
body was found by nursesi today.
Death was caused by tuberculosis, the
disease which brought Craig to Colorado from Columbus, Ohio, seven
years ago and which led to the foundations of the philanthropy which made
him fatuous throughout the country.
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KILLED

L

Jl. Secretary
Washington, Peo.
continued today before the
house naval committee speaking on the
construction program
He testified
that emergency battleships cculd be
built at various places and that while
30 months now was normally required
for a ship building company to turn
out a battleship, it might be possible
to cut down the time to two years.
He said there were facilities ire the
Newport News, Cramps, New York
Shipbuilding companies.
Secretary
Daniels contended ' ail navy' yards
should be equipped to build warships.
New York and Philadelphia yards, he
said, should be able to build battleships; Norfolk and Portsmouth ought
to be able to build a certain character
of ships at the lowest price.
"We ought to have a place to build
a battleship out on the Pacific coast,"
he said. ......
Secretary Daniels said too many
ships were being built by contract and
too .few Yiv the nnv- ynrd'--- . Ho f.'.'.fl
ier

WITNESS SPANISH

A

LIEUTENANT

Daniels

ho would

IS

GOVERNMENT
TELLS OF BEING CARRAN2A
PUTS
TO DEATH SEVERAL POLIT-ICAATTACKED BY STRIKERS AT
WATER TANK HILL
PRISONERS

THINKS LESS BATTLE
SHIPS SHOULD BE MADE ON
CONTRACTS

,

GOES TO
TO ASSIST IN MOVEMENT AGAINST

CITY EDITION

WOULD PROVE DIFFICULT OF
FENSE IF A WAR SHOULD
OCCUR

BY BRITISH

The German statement merely says that gains have been made in
Flanders.
SERVIANS
WHIP AUSTRIANS
The fighting in tne Argonne region continues to be the subject of con
flicting claims. The French war office asserts that two German attacks
FIGHTING TURNS AGAINST THE there were repulsed and that the allies have pressed forward toward several trenches. Berlin reports progress east and west of the Argonne.
INVADING ARMY, ACCORDThe Berlin war office states, as Petrograd virtually concedes, that
ING TO NISH
the German advance In Poland continues. The situation in east Prussia,
where the Russians have Inavded German territory remains unchanged
CZAR VISITS THE
FRONT and there is no further news from the battle for the possession of Cracow,

the following account of the recent
military operations:
Austhe
After
dispersing
"Valjevo
trians on December 8, the Servians
continued in pursuit of their enemy
and forced them beyond Oujetze,
Pouljen, Valjevo and Razarevatz.
The retreat of, the Austrians was preresisted only in the
cipitate, Tbey
'
ana oujitze, but
Valjevo
vicinityoof
here their stand was quickly broken
and the Servians occupied the two
towns mentioned.
"During the day of December 8, the
Servians took Austrian prisoners to
the number of 28 officers and 2,237
men; they also captured two cannon
and much war material.
"Heavy fighting had occurred also
to the north of Kosmaj and Parounit-za- ,
where counter attacks delivered by
the Servians resulted in heavy Austrian losses. The Austrians fled in
Thousands of prisoners
disorder.
have arrived at Nish."

SURVIVOR

'

ed.

IIAVENO

TOR THE

HOPE

Both the French ajnd German official statements of Thursday Indicate
new attempts of the allies to throw back the Germans in Belgium have
been checked and that in the region of Ypres the Germans have not only
forces but in turn have made an advance.
hurled back the

ATTACH
THEY

GERMAH

11, 1914.

DANIELS

FIOHl'j

TROOPS SUCCESSFUL IN THE

jj

LGA6ED WIFIE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

EXCLUSIVE A8QOOIATED PREO:
VOL. XXXVI. NO. 78.

ilirt

Russian invading force
at the appropriately
named town at Batuui.

v.uv.s

Denver, Dec. 11. Information concerning the battle of Ludlow on April
20, 1914, between militia, mine guards
and strikers was brought out today
at the hearing of the United States
industrial relations commission.
H. o. Farber, agent of the Colorado
& Southern railroad at the Ludlow
station, testified that two- signal
bombs fired from the militia camp
opened the batfle. He said that previously he had watched the militia
and strikers racing for Water" Tank
hill; Major Patrick J. Hamrotk, com
manding the militia, had been in conference with Louis Tikas, leader of
the strikers, he said, and had told him
he was "afraid something was going
to happen." The. witness said he had
recognized mine g'mi'ds among the
militia. ...
Farber declared he bad been pre
vented from dressing the wounds of
a Greek hy Xieutenant K. E. Lhider-foit- ,
who- took the !aT away as a mill-

-

f

t,;rv

euwfuraia'.--

Vs--

V;i;V

ami Etuiuivn. tit

Naco, Ariz., Dec. 11 A lAin in four
sections bearing United States artillery ordered here from El Paso to reinforce the border troops arrived today. The guns were unloaded at Osborne, three miles east of here,
The soldiers of General Hill and
General Maytorena, the Mexican leaders of the fighting about N'aco, So-nora, were unusually active all last
night. Maytorena's artillery took a
new position southeast of Naco and
opened fire before daylight on Hill's
trenches. Several shells burst this
side of the boundary line. A large
number of bullets from both Mexican
factions fell on the American side.
Another American trooper
waft
wounded today by a Mexican bullet
from the battleground on Naco,, Son- ora. A. second bnllet nentrtei
stovepipe in the tent of a United
States army officer.
May Fight Mexicans
Brigadier Central Tosher II. jjubs.

l

t;e

i

.
ins view mwrfl
tha hnma Lieutenant border duty said today lie hoped, acouent to nulla Linderfelt then was called.
tual hostilities with the armed Mexi
submarines.
can
factions across the boundary
Linderfelt said he served in the
"We should not consider war with Spanish-America- n
war mi fought un- would not be necessary, but that the
any country or br'ld against any counsj der Madero in MexIfo. .'"Two weeks Washington government was not bluf
try," the secretary continued. "We before the Colorado militia, was sent fing.
should prepare for our defense from
to the strike zone, he testified, he General Bliss was instructed to
whatever quarter an attack may come;
was commissioned as a deputy sheriff come here and await orders, which.
a defense against any enemy. We
Sheriff James Grisham of Las Ani- it is presumed, have been sent by mail.
must prepare to defend ourselves In by
mas county. He said he was paid by No further warnings have been issued
the best way we, eanfjw Manyieople
the county, and was put in charge of to Governor Maytorena and General
believe that
to be
jcmt
a body of deputies stationed in the Hill, the opposing leaders whose men
greater than any or all of the other Ludlow neighborhoods-i- On October have been, firing indiscriminately
nations. If any country comes and
across the International border line-1913, he said his men were attackattacks we must make the greatest de- 25,
ed by "strikers at Water Tank hilL So far as General Bliss knows none
fense we can. If you, go into war you
is contemplated
They were saved by the arrival of
go in to win."
The wounding of United States sol
60 men from Berwind
reinforcements
Secretary Daniels, replyins to a ques
diers
today brings the total casualty
canyon." Linderfelt said he did not
tion, said the United States ogt not
on the American side up to 50.
list
Bermen
sent
from
the
know who had
to acquire another foot of territory.
wind. They went back after the fight
"For instance," he said, "the United
Maytorena Is Cautioned
without explanation.
States had no idea of taking Manila,
Dec. 11. Provielona
Washington,
o
the
disarmament
After detailing
when the war with Spain broke out.
Gutierrez
President
has ordered Govthe deputy sheriffs and others, that
Nohody supposed we would have any
ernor
his
Maytorena,
commanding
Berwind
formed the defense force at
althing to do with Manila. I am sorry
Into the militia force forces at Naco, to avoid operations
entrance
his
and
we ever took the Philippines, but I
cannot
his
he
if
fire
confine
together,
of a detachment of Com
want to say that Admiral Dewey acted at the head
within Mexican borders. Consul Silli-ma- n
reinforced
y men he had
B,
pany
most
in the
wise and statesmanlike
at Mexico City reported the procalled from all parts of the country
way. There is not a single act that
visional
president's) action today,
he ever committed in the Philippines to hia assistance, and former deputy which undoubtedly was in response to
his
superthat
he
declared
that committed this country to any marshals,
urgent
representations
him yesteixlay's
and wisdom ior officer, Major Kennedy, gave
policy. His
from
Washington.
were
left everything as to policy to a civil orders, which when carried out,
Wealthy Man Executed
repudiated by him; that when active
government."
Vera
Cruz, Dec, 11. Thomas Bran-if- f,
waa to be done he was sent
Uurging the dominant necessity for work
of a wearthy Mexican fammember
the
so
that
men to do it
battleships, Mr. Daniels revealed his with his
hast
expelled from the counily,
ben
view of a battle between the navies odium of it would not fall upon the try because he extended financial and;
other companies.
of Germany and the allies.
assistance to the Huerta govHe denied that he had beaten a political
he saM, "that England
, "Suppose,"
ernment.
He is on board the Spanish
had no dreadnoughts. The German Greek boy at the Ludlow station be- liner Reina Maria Christiania bound
fleet would come out and control the cause hi3. men had ridden into barbed for Havana.
seas,. Any day that you pick up the wire, entanglements on a county road. . The manager of the Tehuantepee
papers you may see ft. reportpf hattle His own opinion, was that one of his.'.railroad, an English corporation, has
royal between all these, battleships, men had struck the boy, being enrag received notice of a decree from Gento one of
compared to which these others are ed by the serious accident
eral Carranza, whereby the constituhia fellow troopers.
mere skirmishes."
tionalists take charge of the railroad,
Country Weil Prepared
according to today's official advices.
The dominating necessity of
Troops to Co Soon
Dr. Julio VUlareal, general secretary
to maintain the strength of Washington, Dec. 11 President Wil of
the Mexican Red Cross, has be
the great powers at sea, with subma- son today received a telegram from arrested upon his arrival at Verjs
rine boats and submarine mines as Governor Ammons of Colorado, saying Cruz from Europe. The state departminor essentials, was emphasized by ha did not think it advisable to with- ment has directed representations
i
Secretary Daniels before the house draw all the federar troops from the his behalf.
naval committee. He declared that strike district at this time. The pres- - A later dispatch to the state depart'
if a foreign foe came to attack the ident wants to withdraw the troops meat declared the reasons
asrisnetS
United States the battleships would and will communicate further with the ifor tll6 execution by General Cahalfirst be relied upon and then would governor.
ier0 0 two Spaniards was that thoy
come the submarines and mines. Mr.
Seth Low, Patrick Gihlay and C. W.;were villa supporters. The name of
Daniels reiterated that the European Mills, the commission appointed re - 'tj,e
Spaniard in whose hchalf repre- war so far had demonstrated the wis cently by the president to settle fu - sentations have been made is JuBam
dom of the naval program outlined for ture controversies in the strike dis- - Gorilla
this session of congress.
trict, were received at the WTiite
"Battleships we have," he said, "are House today.
Spaniards Executed
the only ships we can rely on to com
Secretary Wilson said today the
Washington, Dec. 11. Two Bpat
mand the seas."
United Mine Workers of America subject, VfrentA Viflal sad FaVit
rfm-inn-

our-'nav-

s

.

dread-naught-

(Conflnupd
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s
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Watch Rosenwald's

ROSEN WALD'S

Will Keep you Informed
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During pur Green Tag Sale there

the big Helpful Store.
and are well

The stocks are ao complete and varied
make choosing easy and a pleasure.

displayed to

Cash Only

Cheerful, efficient salespeople prompt, careful service will make your
visit pleasant and profitable.
So It remains with you to do y our shopping early In the day (and
avoid the afternoon crowds) and early in the month while the stocks are
unbroken. GOME.

Goods.

No

line in pure
Irish linen, some plain initial,
others colored initial, others
17c

Phone Orders,

24c
44c

Silk H'd'chiefs
We have the right line of Silk

Hnndkerchlefs for men either
with initials or without.
50c Grade now....,
34c
65c Grade now
44c
67c
$1.00 Grade now
84c
$1.25 Grade now
Neckties
A beautiful assortment
of
Silk Ties for men, full length,
good quality silk.
17c
25c Neckwear now
34c
50c Neckwear now
...50c
75c Neckwear now

Worth $1.75 to $3.50
Here is the. extra special you have been asking us for. You have asked, "When will you have a discount on dolls?" Here It is. One hundred
dressed dolls, worth regular from $1.75 to $3.50, some with china heads,
some with unbreakable heads; the s izes run from 12 In. to 18 In. Saturday you will find them on a big table, up next to the front entrance,
mnrked for the day at

$1.48

EAC

Dress Shirts
Wilson Bros.' Shirts in plain,
pleated and mushroom pleated
84c
$1.00
$1.17

Underwear
Good, warm Underwear in
either wool or cotton.
67c
$1.00 Quality for.
$1.34
$2.00 Quality for
$3.00 Quality for
$2.00
$3.33
$5.00 Quality for.
Suits
A good choice left in Men's
Suits.
$10.00
$15.00 Frankel Suits
$20.00 Frankel Suits
$13.34

$1.00 to

,

$9.00 Mackinaws
$12.00 Mackinaws
$15.00 Overcoats
$20.00 Overcoats

The Mysto Erector makes more models

has more parts, for your money,

.

..

"

than any similar toy. This erector is

Bon

s.oj;..
vaulting
tltiilor
Ttwer.

Elenlori
rail

xwm
'

tfC

of real steel, and each girder has plenty of backbone to It.

from

,

100

to

toys. Sizes

200
4

to

per cent more of these parts than other
6

8

You can

feet high.

There are
structural

have motors ready to connect.

by

No.

hi

sets.

The erector has girders that resemble structural steel. They are made

OU

rt-;iL- -

AtM-sr- -d

1.1.

Has Parts

Makes Models

1

-

2

-

250

3

.

345

.

571

....

.

140

Price
.

$1.00

,

...

4

6

$8.00
$10.00

During

$1.S4

Starting Saturday night this store

the remainder of the sale

.

1000

--

120

.

$2.00

--

176

.

$3.00

--

207

. $5.00

.229

679

5

-

--

2C4

or while the lots last, you may have the following at
will be open evenings until Xmaa,

.

$7.50

.67c
.90c

greatest assortment of
Kerchiefs we have erer
ever shown either with or
without initials.
15c Handkerchiefs
10c
25c Handkerchiefs
17C
50c Handkerchiefs
...34c
75c Handkerchiefs
50o
$1.25 Handkerchiefs
........84c
$2.50 Handkerchiefs ......$1.67
$4.00 Handkerchiefs
$2.67

just Half Price:

$6.00

Women1 4

Silk Dresses,
Silk Petticoats,
Children's Coats,
Children's Dresses

$6.33
. .

Suits,

Misses Suits,

.$9.00

1

Price

Pajamas
All kinds of Pajamas in both
colored and pure white.
$100 Pajamas
67c
$1.50 Pajamas
$1.00
Suit Cases
All Suit Cases, Traveling
Bags and Trunks, at
331-per cent Discount
And dozens of other Suitable
Gifts at 33
per cent Discount
3

35c Scarfs for
50c Scarfs for
$1.00 Scarfs for
$1.50 Scarfs for

24C

.......34c
...67c
..$1.00

Leather Bags
Leather Bags In the new
shapes in seals, morocco, alligator, etc., also a) nice assortment of Silver Mesh Bags.
65c Bags for
$1.00 Bags for
$2.50 Bags for
$5.00 Bags for
$8.50 Bags for
Shell Goods

44c
67c
$1.67
$3,33

.$5.67
)

Shell Hair Ornaments of the
kind you will be proud to give.

35c Shell Goods
50c Shell Goods
75c Shell Goods....
$1.00 Shell Goods
$2.00 Shell Goods

24c
34c

...50c
67c
....$T.33

Jewelry
La Valjleres, pinej, Ear Rings,
Beads, etc.; classy little gifts.
All

35c Jewelry
65o Jewelry
75c Jewelry
$1.25' Jewelry

24c
44c

'
.

50c

84c

Girdles
75c Girldes'
.50o
$1.25 Gfrdles
84c
,
$1.50 Girdles ,.
$1.00
$2 50 Girdles .'.
$1.67
Bath Robes, Guest
Kimonos,
Towels, Bath Towels, Corsets,
Brassieres, etc at

3

Silk Hose

Knit Scarfs
Phoenix Knjt Scarfs of all
kinde Head Scarfs; Mufflers,
etc. '

$10.00

....$4.33

one.

$9.50 Smoking Jackets
$13.50 Smoking Jackets.

builds bigger models, and

some of them 12 feet long some 5' to

build bigger moaete

Smoking Jackets
A varied assortment of Smok- Ing Jackets; any man would ap- -'
'

.

Emb. Kerchiers

absolutely different from all the other steel construction,

$5.33
$6.00

Bath Robes
$6.50 Bath Robes
$9.00 Bath Robes

predate

en's Neckwear, including the
new Elizabeth Ruches.
35c Neckwear
24c
50c Neckwear
....34c
$1.00 Neckwear
$1.35 Neckwear

$2-5-0

Give your Boy a Mysto Erector

Overcoats grid
Mackinaws
These have been the choice
of lots of Las Vegas women.
$3.00 Mackinaws

'

.i

Underwear-Knickerboc- kers,

The

Wool Shirts
If he works
he
certainly will appreciate one of j
these nice warm wool Shirts.
84c
$1.25 Wool Shirts.
$1.34
$2.00 Wool Shirts'
$2.00
$3.00 Wool Shirts
$2.33
$3.50 Wool Shirts

-

s

gift

$1.25 Shirts now
$1.50 Shirts now
$1.75 Shirts now

.

34c

50c
67c
84c

Meckwear
All the new styles in Wom-

(bosoms.

.

Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose

Skirts, Combinations, Gowns and Petticoats.
$2.50 Qualities for
$1.67
$5.00 Qualities for
$3.33
$10.00 Qualities for
$6.67
$15.00 Qualities for
$10.00

At much less than elsewhere

25c to 6.50

Onxy Silk Hose has been the
choice of a great many early
shoppers. We have them in all
grades black and colors.

Silk Underwear
Beautiful Silk

Km body Dolls

Unbreakable heads

Gifts for Women

50c Onyx
75c Onyx
$1.00 Onyx
$1.25 Onyx

Other Special Doll Values
Effanbee Character Dolls

n

Nothing will be sent on approval.
No Goods will be Exchanged.

100 Dressed Dolls Saturday $148 Each

Established

1362

SoutliSidoBaa

1--
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Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Few people have
any adequate Idea of the extent and
amount of business transacted by the
state land office and the extent of the
heritage given the state by Uncle Sam
in the school land grant. Some idea
of it, however, may be gained by the
biennial report of Land Commissioner
R p. Ervien to Governor W. C. Mc
let
Donald, which includes the reports of
Fiekmnn I.KlMventnrr. Phlladelnhin.
f
the
the capitol custodian committee,
B. G. Murphey anfl Bed Cros
fnd
commission for the seelction of state Drug company.
lands, the Carey act land board, the
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
capitol sewer and capitol
between 6,000 and 10,000 acres; 64 bevast
the
the
cohered,
period
During
tween 4,000 and 6,000 acres, 156 be
sum of $1,213,449.78 was collected. The tween 2,00 and 4,000 acres, 268
i collections for the first year covered
1,000 and 2,000, while 93 are
were $476,129.37 and for last year between 640 and 1,000 acres. In other
small
$737,320.41, indicating that there Is an words 3,069 leasers are the
ever increasing demand for New Mex stockmen having almost 2,900,000
ico lands.
acres leased in the aggregate; 280
more than leases represent the medium outfits
Of the sums collected
permanent with a total of not quite 1,200,000 acres
$107,000 went into, the
school fund and more than $469,000 while '77 are the big follows with a
into the income fund, thus making pos- total of 1,756,000 acres.
sible the five months minimum term
The lands granted the commonand for the future a seven months wealth under the territory were 5,589,-24- 2
minimum term.
acres, under the statehood act
9,760,010
The sources of income were $766,- - 6,5b9,865 acres; of which
acres re949.04, applications; $296,604.57 lease acres selected and 2,399,427
notes; $1,259.42 interest; from sales main to be selected. To the credit
of state lands, patents Issued $17, of the common schools 8,464,000 acres
$27,183.65; must be placed, to water reservoirs
340.45; contracts issued
311,275-acreinterest $29,129.26; forestry rweipts 500,000 acres, the University
saline
of
acres
besides
1,622
$34,272.C8; escheats of estates 2,772;
250,164
acres,
state
the
college
lands,
$2,3i4.16;
for
improvements
deposits
sale of timber $13,325:62; five per cent the railroad bond indebtedness 1,000,-ftfiofa.rea whilo the other institutions
proceeds from United States land
have from 200,000 acres down to 50,000
fices $14,482.89; refunds $2,665.11.
i
"
m.
Of the various institutions, the uni
to
be se
remain
acres
landB
2,140,171,
more
than
$20,000;
versity received
lands
the Agricultural college almost $20,-00- lected; of the railroad bond
institute
the
202,862
acres,
Military
Sil
at
the State Normal School
ver City over $4,000, as did also the 35,198 acres, state college 8,495 acres;
School of
Normal University at Las Vegas, while Normal schools 7,092 acres;
of
the other
while
2,679
acres,
Mines,
receiv
Rito
at
El
Normal
the Spanish
been praced over $1,500 and the Eastern Nor- institutions the lands have
of tically selected except several hundred
mal school $160.66; the School
acres. Of the total acreage selected
Mines almost $9,000; the Military
at Roswell almost $5,000; the 5,127,075 acres have been disposed of
reform school $2,000; the Miners' hos- while 4,632,035 acres are still subject
to. lease or sale.
pital almost $5,000; the Insane Asylum
t Notable work .has been done by the
almost
almost $10,000; the penitentiary
- state land comissioner In securing for
$6,almost
blind
the
asylum,
$7,500;
for the 4,120,1.03.64
500: the deaf and dumb asylum almost the state lieu lands
acres of school lands located in Inreservoirs
water
to
the
while
$5,500;
fund $53,000 were added, to the Rio dian, forest and military resarvations,
Grande improvement fund over $20,000; within land grants, patented claims,
coal lands, homesteads, etc.
public buildings more than $6,500;
The keep of the capital the past two
over
fund
railroad bond indebtedness1
has cost the state $21,700, of
years
$5,300.
institutions
charitable
$35,000;
The most peculiar Ite perhaps, is which almost $2,000 went for fuel;
the income from estates of persons $1,750 for lights; $2,300 for water;
who die without leaving a will and over $11,000 for employes; $440 for Inover $1,000 for repairs; over
having no relatives. From that source surance;
$1,000 for furniture and almost $3,000
almost $2,800 have been received.
The land commissioner's office for equipment.
For the upkeep of the mansion a
stands unique in that it tarned back
little over $4,500 was expended in two
almost
$40,000
the
year
past
during
to which It was entitled for running years, of which $1,000 was for coal;
expenses, using only $60,551.70 to ad- $450 for light; $534 for watr; $270
minister the great trust which in- for employes; $150 for insurance;
volves an enormous amount of detail $300 for repairs; $174 for furniture
work. The talaries paid amounted to and $1,600 for equipment. From the
less than $23,000, the extra clerical capitol improvement fund $345.11 were
furniture for the mansion
expense to less tham $4,000; the trav- expended for
- and $1,160.93
for the Improvements of
eling expenses to $8,000; postage $1,the
of the capitol and the
grounds
to
while
newspa
500; printing $1,200;
mansion. From the capitol sewer fund
pers almost $6,000 was paid for tho
were expended.
publication of legal notices. Office $3,404.12
cost
almost
$5,000,
stationery
supplies
Sick Heaoache
$1,400; telegraph and telephone $400;
court costs almost $4,000; examination
Sick headache Is nearly always,
and selection of lands a little more caused by disorders of the stomach.
than $6,000; bonds for employes $500. Correct them and the periodic attacks
A test of the efficiency of the office of sick headache will
disappear. Mrs.
is found in the fact that the per cent John Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes:
of expenses to the amount transfer "About a year ago I was troubled with
red to the state treasury has decreased indigestion and had sick headache
from 21 per cent in 1911, the year be- - that lasted for two or three days at a
jfore statehood to four fifths of one time. I doctored and tried a number
per cent last year. The law permits of remedies but nothing helped me
Uhe use of 20 per cent for expense
until during one of those sick spells
of administration but less than one- - a friend advised me to take Chamberhalf of that has been used the past lain's Tablets. This medicine reliev-e- d
three years.
me in a short time." For sale by
The grand total of transfers to the all dealers. Adv.
state treasury since 1900 has been $1,-habit-formiii-

department In the store with the few
excepted articles listed in the announcement, every item is on sale.
Gifts for men gifts for women gifts
for children; all of the useful sort
that are always appreciated. The
only rules of this sale are

at

think that medicine will not help
them. Fresh air, regular habits and
food aid in restoring health,
but' more is often needed. Many
have been restored to health by
Eckman's Alterative. Read this:
Weltlou, 111.
your
"Opntlemrn: I Throunh
hove been naved
from a premature ?rnve. On December 14, H)M. i itm tuhen with Typhoid l'neuuiouln, which developed
I11I0
(Incilll were
Tuheri'iiloxlg
found). In February, 10115, I went
to Fort Worth, Texaa, and Inter to
nnon City, Colorado. After being;
there two wecka my physlelaii In- e.
formed me that my cose wan hope-lThree weeks later I returned
home, weichlnx 1,1:1 pounds, the doctor havlnur given me no asMaranee-orenchinK there alive. On July
14, 1)0.'., I began taking Krkniin'
wonderful remedy for Luna; Trouble.
Now I am atout and well and can
do any kind of work about my grain
elevator." (Abbreviated . WEBB.
AHT1UK
(Affidavit)
Eckman's Alterative is most
efficacious in bronchial catarrh and
severe throat and lunr affections
the system. Conand
tains no harmful or
druBS. Accept no substitutes. Small
Bise, $1; regular aw.e. $2. Sold by
Write for bookdruKglsts.
leading
of recoveries.
1

are hundreds of useful gifts on sale
at 33
per cent discount. In every

You begin to enjoy Christmas as soon as you commence shopping

Kooh-l-noo-

plain hemstitched,
25c Handkerchiefs
35c Handkerchiefs
65c Handkerchiefs

-- ,

1-- 3

InterShoes, Groceries,
woven, Dime, Cadet and
Men's
Phoenix
Hose;
Toilet
Goods;
Gloves,
Sunburst Silk; Threads
and Yarns; Art Package
r
FastGoods;
eners; Kayser's Gloves;
Patterns; Cotton Bats;
Overalls and all Holiday

Linen H'd'chiefs
An exceptional

THE STATE NORMAL GETS $4,000
AND THE INSANE HOSPITAL
GETS $10,000

Off on Everylhinrf

3

3

Gifts for Men

HERE

V

Following is a list of the only
items excepted from the 33
discount. Every other item In
off the
the store on sale at
regular price and in some cases
at much greater discount.

,

Ij

J

'

n C r4ll!
JLL Al-J-

CiiasteFaM;
Effective
114,000 OF LAND Sufferers&!cdids
from Tuberculosis often

01f

Starting Saturday night this Store will be open evenings until Xmas

TTO

irav-xi- .

.

nas Deen transrerrea since the coming of statehood, that is during the
past three years. In 1909, the transfer amounted to $13,575.20, last year
$413,793.24, the highest under the territory having been $150,902.21 in 1910.
In 1914 there were, in force 3,426
leases covering 4,891,773
acres," as
against 2,021 leases in 1909 covering
1,991,972 acres. There were 143 con- tracts to purchase covering 159,901
acres this year as against 14 contraots
in 1910 covering 1,200 acres. In 1909,
the average lease covered 985 acres,
this year it covers 1,427 acres, the
average contract in 1910 covered 85
acres, this year 1,118 acres. However,
2,703 leases are for less than 640 acres,
thus giving the small stockman the better of it. There are 49 leases between 10,000 and 20,000 acres; 60 of

MAIL FOR GERMANY

Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Postmaster
James I Seligman has been officially
notified that arrangements have been
completed for the resumption of the
dispatch of parcel post mail for Germany, Austria and, Hungary, and that
until further notice parcel iost packages which conform to the prescribed
condiions will be accepted for mailing
to these countries.

Iame back may come from overwork, cold settled In the muscles of
tbe back, or from disease. In the two
former cases the right remedy la
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should be rubbed In thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Frlce 25c,
file and $1.00 per bottle, Sold by
Central Drag Co. Adv.

CAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, DECEMBER

11, 1914.

week had three of his large canvas
tion of the distribution process. He a federal law for a permissive ware
es of Sau Juan and Taos Indian sub If
says:
housing system would stimulate this
FELL OUT
desirable
development."
jects, accepted by the jury for the
"During the present grass season,
n
Panama Pacific World's fair art ex
Whiie the production of grain genfor example, Chicago
has received
1
hibit at San Francisco next year. They
Mexican, Cauadian and Florida cat- - erally showed a great Increase In the ;
were passed unanimously by the
tie at about the same time. Steers Icrop of 1914, the report pointed out,
jury
xKr, Ezra 6. Hand suffered
wun instructions to pay the artist a
raised in California by an Oregon the production of corn showed no
m&ry
on
Also Had Itching Burning Scalp, high tribute
the merit of his work.
: years from insomnia and found no
have been shipped through (vance, and the meat production
relief until he used Duffy's Purs
to Omaha and their beef sensed a distinct decline. In this connec-t- o
Hair Thin, Dryand Lifeless. Could Mr. Ufer is a Chicago artist who was
sent
d
to
Taos
out
a
coast.
Carter
tion
Atlantic
the
Mayor
on
by
Hogs
Harri
Halt
the
points
secretary
Hit letter 3 en!y
points
Whiskey.
ra
NotSIeeponAccountof itching.
son and there established a studio
in Illinois and sold at Indiana- - j mentable neglect of live stock produc-polione
of
many received from grateSoap and Ointment Healed. in the ohem of Dr. T. P.
Martin. Con
have been slaughtered at Boston tion in the south."
ful users cf this wonderful mediCORN CROPS ALSO ARE GROWING
sidering that altogether only 22 can
and a part of their cured bacon shipThe secretary's report Includes a
Mich.
Kalkaska,
J'My hair beaan
cine. Read his own words :
SMALLER, SAYS SECRETARY
dress- table giving the census figures for falling out about five years ago and I vasses were accepted in and around
to
Los
Michigan
Angeles.
ped
HOUSTON
atao
had
"I have been using Duffy's Pure Malt
itching and - burning of the Chicago, the fact that three of them
ed veal calves expressed to South Wa 1899, and 1909, showing that In all
fell out by are
hair
for several years and am still
calp.
Whiskey
My
ChiMr.
Ufer
at
and
all
three New
by
r
ter street commission houses
products except corn and meat anihandfula and it was thin, dry
it, and want to tell you what it
using
Washington, Dec. 11. That there la
Mexico
Idento
the
well
Infor
returned
subjects,
his
a
speaka
been
and
has
mals
been
lifeless.
there
marked
have
I could not
has done for me, I had insomnia so
no emergency which justifies govern- cago
sleep well on account of the genius. Although he painted some SO
tical shipping points from which they crease In production during the ten-yebad
that I could not work, I had some
ment assistance to farmers directly came to fill orders from local retail
itching. My hair became so canvasses at Taoa this
summer, he
of the best doctors in Philadelphia, but
period.
Continuing, the report
thin I commenced using
through the use of government cash markets."
none seemed to help me, so at last I
'rats' and switches until I has sold nearly ali of them, several
says:
or credit,' was the position taken by
had lost so much hair thnm remaining in Santa Fe having been
made vp my mind to try Duffy's Pure
"We know that the what crop of
Houston asks congress
Secretary
was
Malt Wlnskey ; and I want to say that
Seoretary Houston of the department
Arthur Selig-ma- n
an additional emergency appro- 1914 of approximately 892,000,000 bush-el- s to cover the 'rats. net enough rental ulna purchased by
of agriculture. In discussing the ques- for
it has made a complete cure in my
' ,
K. Stauffer.
'
and
John
on
In
million
ever
dollars
Is
I
of
several
the
used
,
also
produced
greatest
quantities of
case." Mr. Ezra B. Hand. 1628 Kitner
tion rural credits In his annual re- priation
and
which
did
not
relieve
of
tbe our history, and that the crops of oats,
the torture
account of the recent outbreak
MR. EZRA B. HAND
St, Philadelphia. Pa,
which at times was almost unbearable,
ports subltted today to President foot
A FAITHFUL FELON
mouth disease among cattle. barley, rye, potatoes, tobacco, and especially at night. I was
and
stateto
.Wilson.
bathe
obliged
Secretary Houston's
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Jesus Lopez, a
Ilia anM that If th Interval 'between hay are unusually large. The cotton my head in soda water ln order
to get anyv
ment was regarded as Indicating the
came galloping into the peniconvict
rest.
then
I
tried
Cuticura
of
In
Ointat
October
session
15,343,000
the
and
forecast
Soap
the last and
crop,
present
policy of the administration.
ment, rubbing the Cuticura Ointment
tentiary yesterday at full speed on furnishes
congress had been longer the depart- bales, is the second largest. The ap- the scalp at night and washing it Dut ln into
to the pale and weak Datient a food tonic that ran.dtv faoAa tt,
the one of the horses of the
Secretary Houston pointed out that ment would have been without suffi- ple crop, estimated at 259,000,000 bushguards and tissues, brightens the mind, and promotes sound and undisturbed
morning with Cuticura Soap. It was about
sleea be- the new bank law "takes Just and cient funds to meet the situation.
els, is the greatest ever harvested. The four weeks when I was entirely cured.'? brought the news that Francisco TruMrs. Henry Frisk, March 21, 1014. jillo, the guard of the drivers of one the stomach to healthy action, thereby enabling vou to nmn.
particular knowledge of the farmers
"The department," he said, "has pur- total production of six leading cereals (Signed)
.
of the eight teams hauling fodder to erly digest what food you eat
requirements." He suggested that any sued its former policy of purchasing is estimated to have been nearly
Free by Mall
Samples
credit needs of the agricultural com- diseased and
tbe
Kcsa
been
thrown by
Well."
penitentiary had
bustiels, or about 428,000,-00- 0
The Itching, burning, suffering and loss
exposed cattle at an
It is sold by most dm? crista, erocers and telcm 1 m a
munity beyond those cared for itnder
bushels In excess of the crop of of sleep of eczemas, rashes, and. irritations his horse under the wheel3 and was
value and of slaughtering them
of the skin and scalp are at once relieved
the federal reserve law, should be and
lying unconscious in the road. Dr. large ootue. wsisi on uie eenuine. Valuable medical bonk.
buirylng them. It has establish- 1913. For the country as a whole the and permanent skin
let and doctor's advice sent free.
health restored in most
cared for by a system of
2.3
Tue
cent
ex crop yields per acre were
Standley G. Small was summoned and
per
ed a very strict quarantine.
cast's by warm baths vith Cuticura Soap
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
financed
live credit associations,"
bund that Trujillo was bleeding pro
pense of this task will be very great j better than the average for the past followed by gentle applications of Cuticura
with private funds, by means of which
Ointment
when
ail
else
was
and
hot
falls.
Cuticura Soap fusely
fa
badly bruised,
ten years. The average yield per acre
lieteeatti y w aan.
ailU It Will U
(2nc.) and Cutfcura Ointment (50c.) are
the combined credit of farming comPLANNING ALASKA RAILROAD
tally Injured. Lopez came In for some
an emergency appropriation of all the staple crops was 9.4 per sold
gress.for
A
everywhere.
QURAN LOOKING FOli
single set is often
munities could be utilized, and by a
for
credits
in- - cent greater than 1913, and, except, for
the
jsoodj
Dec, 11. Commission,
withstanding
Washington,
The
dollars.
of
m'llions
sufficient.
Liberal
several
,of
sample of each mailed
era Edes Meara and Riggs, appointed
system of land mortgage banks, like- terests at stake are vast and justify corn, oats, and flaxseed, greater than free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address posttemptation of mounting the horse and
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.".
wise, privately capitalized.
r
BOUT WITH CHAVES by Secretary Lane of tbe department
making for liberty instead of back to
the
average.
any reasonable expenditure."
the penitentiary to summon Buccor
of the interior to draw up plans for
"There seems to be no emergency
while
"But after all our efforts,
The report sets forth the activities
which requires or justifies government of the department
the government railroad to the Alaska
in establishing there Is an increased diversification of which, with 935,000,000 acres of land, for a guard.
LIGHTWEIGHT
ARRIVES FROM coal fields, have begun work on their
assistance to the farmers directly standard grain grades, and in the inl-- agriculture and both, a relative and has only 400,000,000, or 45 per cent,
SPRINGER
IN
APPARENTLY
unt'eTj cultivation; and in one in which
,
of
the
be
use
the
Catarrh
Cannot
Cured
government's
in
cotton
new
report, which will soon be ready. The
through
administration of the
tl
absolute increase
Important pro
GOOD CONDITION
cash or the government's credit," said futures !aw which the secretary calls ducts, such as wheat, forage crops; the population per Bquare mile does with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
commissioners made field surveys and
the report. "The American farmer the ..irgt definite systematic, legal ap- fruits, dairy products, and poultry, we not exceed 31 and ranges from 0.7 per. cannot reach the seat of the disease.
will recommend a route to Secretary
and Independent. !proacn t0 the solution of difficult prob-H- e still note not only a relative hut also son in Nevada to 508 in Rhode Is- Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
is sturdy,
Lane, who will transmit the report to
tbe Las Vegas light President
is not In the condition of serfdom lema ln thi3 field ot distribution." The an absolute decrease In a number of land."
disease, and in order to cure It you Young Duran,
Wilson, who is charged by
weight aspirant, blew into town last
In
farmers
di- must take Internal remedies.
to
in which were the
or
urging
generally
Hall's
food
with constructing the road.
recommends consideration our important staple
congress
products,
gecretary
night after a lengthy visit at Springer,
European peoples for whom govern- - ;of legislation to establish a permis-men- t such as corn and meats. In the for versify their products and especially Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, ami where
It is lid thaA In addition to original
he has been recuperating and routes
aid was extended in some form glve warehousing system for grain mer in the last 15 years there has to produce beef, swine and poultry, at acts directly upon the blood and mu
the commission is considering
into swatting condition a bador other during the last century."
Iand cotton. He pointed out that the been no substantial advance. In cat least for home consumption the secre- cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is nursing
the advisability of taking over the
not a quack medicine.
It was pre- ly damaged right hand. Duran said Copper River or the Alaska Northern
In advocating a land mortgage bank- - warehouse facilities for cotton In the tle, sheep, and hogs there has been tary said:
this
that his hand has healed
here"If
farmers
in
the
south
had
one
of
scribed
the
best
from
in
of
a
decline
by
and
an absolute
cattle,
physicians and morning
railroad.
BOuth are not centralized,
system
ing system
Is
in
condition, and that
perfect
on
a
toiore
in this country for years and is a regpractised diversification
d
Uia census year of 1899 to that of
tlve credits associations the report
"if the warehouses now in
three
soa
a
neals
square
day and
that the use of the funds ence." said the report "were remodel- - 1909, of from 50,000,000 head to 41,- sufficiently) large scale, producing ular prescription. It is composed of
GEORGIA HOTEL MEN MEET
journ in the rural districts' where one
loaned for producive purposes on the'ed B0 as to comply with the under-farm- s 000,000: in Bheep, of from 61,000,000 their own home supplies, that section the best tonics known, combined witu is
Columbus,
Ga., Dec. 11. Good roads
to
retire early, have put
obliged
covered by the mortgages should writers requirements, and were bond-b- e to 52,000,000; in hog, of from 63,000,- would not be in its present hard case. the best blood purifiers, acting direct- him
an
as
asset
to
hotel men, the high cost
in shape for the battle of his life.
Since 190D the ten The experts of this department are la ly on the mucous surfaces. The perinsisted upon.
of
and
return of prosperity
the
living,
ed, and if adequate business methods 000 to 58,000,000.
to bring about a bet fect combination of the two Ingre Duran. says hi3 ambition has Im in the
Mi Houston's report reviews the were adopted the financing cf the
wera
dency has been downward, and yet boring earnestly
south,
topics sei3Cted for
adwith
proved
hts physical
ter direction of the agricultural activ dients is what produces such wonder
along
this
afternoon's
of the marketing and dis- - ton crop would be materially Improv- - during the period since 1899 the pop
session,
opening the
ities of the south."
ful results in curing catarrh.
Send vancement and he is anxious to take
annual
of the
convention
eighth
tributing system and while the study ed. Such a system would furnish re- ulation has increased over 20,000,000.
on
Chaves
d
a
for
bout
Benny
The report reviewed the increased for testimonials, free.
Hotel Men's asscoiation. The
is not yet sufficiently finished to ad- - lief in times of emergency and would This situation exists not in ti crowded
Georgia
in
this
He
he
believes
he
city.
says
the department's informa F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
mlt of final conclusions the wort thus form a useful part of the" normal dis-- country but ln one which 13 still in a activity of
from all
can defeat the Trinidad boy, who won genial landlords gathered
tion bureau and included a statement
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
far nhnwn the nepii of a ranre.mlza- - trli.ut.ive svstem. It is probable that measure being pioneered; in one
of Georgia and many guests are
parts
so
much,
fame
the
la
of the plans for a reorganization of
bantamweight
Take Hall's Family Pills for coneti- class, but who has been advanced on being entertained from other states.
2k. the department to Increase efficiency. patlon.
W. R. Lucas ot Winchester, Va., In
account of increased weight.
The opening
.the forest reserve
the discussion on toll roads, declared
who
ibeen
has
in a manner tb
haves,
spending
would aid local com
THE PRIZE HOGS
that the automobile routes should bo
some
on
his
near
time
father's
ranch
munities ana at the same time pre
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Walter R. John
serve the forests, and a system where ston, for nine years a resident of Eli- Wagon Mound, is said to be willing further encouraged. Commercial trav
to take a chance with Duran by way elers at the convention will be heard,
by the government could bear a part da, Roosevelt county, challenges the
on the relations of the travelers and
of
keeping his hand In while waiting
of the local burden of taxation to be claim of the lower Pecos valley, that
mine
host
to
for
a
big bout turn up. Duran says
charged against future timber sales the three cars of hogs1 shipped recent
he
he
can
and
defeat
believes
The
Gifts.
Chaves,
where forests are not at present avail ly by the Knorop-Minc- y
,It would indeed be a difficult task to describe the great possibll ties of these Christmas
company are
able for timbering, were recommend the first carload shipments made by there are a large number of local fol- ' Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
excellent assortment of late desigus and dependable-merchandise- ,
gk'es you an opportunity to purchase
ed.
one firm out of New Mexico.
handsome gifts at reasonable cost, that are not only useful at the time but give pleasant recollections
He lowers of boxing who are of the same j Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Creecville, So.
bears witness to the fact that at least opinion. The general belief is that Car., says that In his 30 years of exfor years to come.
one
firm has shipped from IS to 20 the two boya would put up a classy perience he has found no preparation
Thls and Five Cents!
re- for the
kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
from Elida alone, and those entertainment no matter what the
FIBER ROCKERS AND CHAIRS
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this carloads
CHINA CLOSETS AND BUFFETS
CUT GLASS
sult might be. There has not been a Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
as
were
as
fine hogs
grown anywhere.
We have these finished ln the
In these we have some swell de.We handle the Whirling Star pattern
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
This firm was Retther and Harris, bout staged in Las Vegas for several can buy for backache, rheumatism.
which is hand carved. While it Is signs, finished In fumed,- polished most attractive designs of tapestry.
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
W. Hunter, also shipped by months, and a contest with Duran and kidney and bladder ailments. O. Q.
or waxed oak. The high grade They are very attractive and subnot a heavy cut the design Is beauand address clearly. You will receive while W,
Chaves pitted against each other un- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
the
carload.
in return a free trial package containtiful. Sherbet Cups, Ice Tea Glasguaranteed workmanship on these stantial and will last a lifetime.
Adv.
doubtedly would draw well.
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
ses, Goblets, Ice Cream Dishes, etc. make them templing gifts for the Prices range from $10 to $35.
The
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
most exacting. Prices range from
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
A few pieces, or a pitcher and
Mother's Favorite
PARLOR CHAIRS AND ROCKERS
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
glasses will make an exceptionally $10 to $50.
Tablets. For sale in you? town by
We have some very beautiful define present. Prices fi'Gm 50c to
"I pive Chamberlain's Cough Rem
O.
G. Schaefor and Red Corss Drug edy to my children when they have
in
finished
$3.00.
oak,
mahogany,
signs
DRESSERS AND DRESSING
Co. Adv.
colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
ivory and Circassian walnut. The
TABLES
ALUMINUM WARE
construction enables us to guaranShaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always
We have the best aluminum In the We
UFER'S PICTURES PLACED
have these in pleasing and styltee satisfaction. They make a very
them and is far superior to any
helps
market. It is very suitable for ish
"h,,-;
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Walter lifer, other couglj medicine I have used. I
,
designs in almost any finish; desirable present and are sure to
;,,, nii'.ni 'V - ::
Christmas and a few pieces will Circassian walnut, oak or mahogin
art
exhibit
whose
of
the
the
$2.50
Prices
medifrom
of
in
palace
advise
a
such
range
need
please.
anyone
make the housewife a very useful any.
governors a few weeks ago, was one cine to give it a trial." For sale by
They make an ornamental as to $10.
and substantial gift. Prices from well as useful present. The
of
the art events of the year, this all dealers Adv.
prices
25c up.
range from $10 to $35.
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ENAMELWARE
In this line we have an excellent
assortment A teapot, a coffee pot
or a larger piece Is a, very acceptable gift, and one that will last
for years. We have this In the

gray or blue and white. The prices
are exceptionally low, running from
10c up to $2.00.
DISHES
We have some very attractive designs In these, the quality being

high for the price asked.

We know of nothing that would
make a better gift than one of
these. Our patterns are very stylish and attractive and are sure to
please. The finish is of the very
highest quality and will not tarnish or rub off. . Better call and
make your selections early. Prices
from $10 to $40.

These

will make a tempting gift for the
most exacting. You can buy one
piece or a set. Prices for a
set range froth $4.00 to $12.00.
KITCHEN WARE
We have some substantial pieces
which will make useful presents. A
roaster, a soap stone griddle, a
teakettle or any small piece will be

very acceptable. These are Inexpensive In price, ranging from 25o
to $2.00.

BRASS BEDS

PIANOS
We handle the- - famous Baldwin
make. Our method makes it possible to buy this piano without paying any excess price for the accommodation. They cost a little
more than low grade pianos but
they give satisfaction for a lifetime. Perfect tone, strength, power, beauty all that real music lovers enjoy and demand. Trices
range from $250 to $500.

LIBRARY

Sixth St.

TABLES

in

Day Phone Vegas

114.

priate Christinas gifts gifts that
are useful as well as attractive

,dL

again confronts you.
While on your next

shopping
tour stop in and see OUR display
of Electrical Appliances, at popu-

TOH

Your

lar prices.

Greetings fa Name

Santa

the

T

OPIiG PUB.
j-

-

Nisht Ph no Mivia 63 4!
ST V

Knick-knack- s

gifts
lnke Electrical pplianoes sold by

Carries a fullj measure
of Christmas sentiment
and joy to your friends.
The Engraver are busy.
Better send your order
in now,-.- .

factan

says "No

this year," but serviceable

Engraved Inside

We invite your patronage

Furniture and Undertaking Co.

The problem of selecting appro-

and Potnsettia
Covers

We have them In all sizes and
grades. Very attractive and beautiful designs. A Wilton rug will
make a most acceptable gift and
will last for years. Prices range
from $2.50 to $15 for the small and
$12 to $65 for the large.
s

ELECTRIC4L

Li

Chrh'massv Hltv

RUGS

carpet-sweeper-

511

Embossed
Folders

We have these ln all the latest designs, finished In solid quartered
selected for its
ofck, carefully
beautiful markings. The workmanship and construction is of the
very best They make a handsome piece of furniture for the living room. Prices from $10 to $40.

Besides the above we have child's chairs, child's rockers, high chairs,
unlimited amount of "different articles that will make pleasing presents.
and offer our prompt attention to all orders whether large or small.

Paffe;

SOMETHING

We have these finished In the
waxed, fumed or polished oak, mahogany, or blrdseye maple. Some
are plain while others are upholstered in the finest of leather.
Prices from $3 to $50.

CO.

3'

The Las Vegas Light

and Power Co.

fe:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPT

farmer .in every community ?;ould un
dertake to raise beef and dairy cattle,
using the silo and other modern aids
of the scientific feeder, be would find
ESTABLISHED 1879
the investment a profitable one. He
woufiT be able to supply his own table
with fresh meat and sell several fat
Published by
steers every" year to the shippers. He
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
would find a source of profit in the
(Incorporated)
regular sale of milk and cream to the
and the butter factory. He
Editor condensary
6$. M. PADGETT
would be able to convert his crops into
moey. without removing them from
the farm everybody knows it is much
easier tq. transfer the grain from the
field to the silo and from there into
stomachs of a herd of steers than
th
Entered at the postotTIce at East
to' haul it to maret. This system
is
it
transIm
Vegas, Now Mexico, for
to the richness of
mission through, the United States is less depleting
materials taken from
as
soil,
the
the
sails as second class naut..
the ground ty the crops are returned
in the form of manure one of Jhe
TERMS OF 8UBSCRITION
best known fertilizers.
Dally, by Carrier
The Optic several years ago advo
.05 cated
er Copy
the raising of cattle, sheep and
18
On Week...
hogs upon the mesa, suggesting that
.65 as the best means of making the dry
Jn Month
7.80
On Year
farms profitable. It has been tried by
Dally, by Mall
an Increasing number of farmers dur$8.00 ing each of the last three years and
Ona Year (In advance.)
ix Months (In advance)........ 3.00 has proved successful. The Optio ex
7.00 pects to see the mesa country, within
One Year On arrears)
3.50 the next few years, producing more
ix Month (In arrears)
steers per acre than did an equal
the old graz
of
acreage
STOCK
AND
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GROWER
ing days.
i . .$2.00
Ona Year.
1.00
tStx Months.
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Last night at .the New! Mexico Normal University a large crowd listened
to a speech n ."Rural Schools ih Den
mark," delivered by .Professor H. W.
Foght. Foght , is. the', special investi-

the gator

of,

rural instruction for the

Uni-

iargest dailv and weekly circulation ted states bureau of education, j He Is
entire state of New
I any newspaper in northern New traveling" oyer;
., .
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Business Office
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struction here. His speech last night
was a masterpiece on education. He
held his hearers spellbound through
out his address. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberta of the .Normal presided at this
meeting. The Normal University orchestra and glee clubs rendered several selections. Prof essor Foght was
especially pleased with ihe glee clubs.
Professor Foght spoke again today
at the chapel exercises of the Normal.
On this; occaBiOn. he urged the students of the school not only a become
teachers in the rural districts, but also
to become leaders in theso communities. He visited the schools of the
West side this morning. Later he left
Las Vegas, Journeying out to Onava
and visiting the schools in that dis
trict. On this trip he was accompan
ied by Dr. M. F. Des Marais, superin
tendent of education of San Miguel
county. Ha returned to tuwn late
this afternoon and will leave this
evening for Santa Fe. He 'will be accompanied to the Capital City by
K.. Vhita,:j!njierlntendent of public instruction of 'New Mexico.
'
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TUB MEA.T PKOBLEM
According

to the annual report

she secretary of agriculture,

of

made
puhlic last night, the production of
meat in this country is falling at an
alarming rate
During the decade
from 1899 to 1909 the popularity of
the country increased at a rapid rate,
while the number of meat producing
animals became less at a corresponding rate. As a result, prices of beef,
mutton and pork have come up steadily for years. If present conditions obtain in the future, the secretary of
agriculture says he can see no improvement in the situation.
It will be seen from this statement
that it is imperative that more caifle,
sheep and hogs be raised if a large
WANTED
portion of the population is to be able
lo continue eating meat. If every this office.
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IMAGINARY
TAKE A TRIP INTO
LAND AND SEE WHERE
YOU ALIGHT

STORES ARE FULL OF EATABLES
THAT ARE SUITABLE TO
THE SEASON
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(Continued From Page One.)
"We have today," said

Secretary

Daniels', "more and larger, speedier,
more improved battleships than ever
before, with a greater tonnage than

.

four-roun-

'

vance.

In the oats crowd a majority of trad-ei;NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGES '
took to the buying eifle, owing to
New York, Deo. li'LThe T)tHjd; mar- jjthe firmness of other
grain.
ket was extremely apathetic at today's
Lower prices for hogs acted as a
opening with no price changes jexcept weight on provisions. The closing
in New York Railways lAdjilsiments,
quotations were:
;'
United
which gained
Wheat, Dec. 1.16;; May 1.20.
States Steel fives and Bethlehem' Steel
May 69.
Corn, Dec.
fives were largely traded lh.:)
Oats, Dec. 47y8; May 51.
Following are the 1 o'clock' prices
Pork, Jan. $17.92; May $18.40.
issued by the stock exchange commitLard, Jan, $9.72; May $9.97.
Mmmmm
tee; last- sales:
Ribs, Jan. $9.75; May $1.07.
Amalgamated Coper, 49.
.
91
Atchison,
W
wjj.'p. f ?
KANSAS' CITY LIVE STOCK
American Sugar, lOSj fjf
Kansas
City, Dec 11. Hogs, receipts
New Haven, 51.
Bulk $6.80
5,000. Market lower.
Northern Pacific, 98.
7.05; heavy $6.857.05; pigs $6.25
r.
Reading, 142.

s.
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" MRS, DANZIGLR VISITS
Dec. 11. Mrs. Arthur
Jaffa! of this city has gone to Roswell
to spend' the Christmas holidays with
her parents, former Secretary of state
and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa. Her sister,
Mr?.' Joseph Danziger of Las Vegas,
will also be in Roswell over Christ

Santa

'

DECEMBER 12
Everyone Invited to Come
and Hear Xmas Records
v'r

friTE

GIFT sfrORE OF
'

'

Brittan, vice president and general
TRADE MARK
everlasting
manager of the Pacific'Gas and Elec
Replace utensils that wear out with tric
company of California, who aputensils that "Wear-Ever.- "
peared today before the senate public
lands committee to oppose the water
Hardware newer site leasing bill.
F. J. GEGSING,

LAVEGASi

' ANNOUNCES

Great Xrhas
'

A

AND DESIRES

J

t.

40

R
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First Lieutenant John K. Hume, Fifth
cavalry, convicted by general court
tial at Trinidad, Colo., of violating his
pledge to abstain from Intoxicating liquors and of deliberate absence without leave. Hume rose from the ranks.

ity of damage to recently seeded grain
as well as to the growing crop. After
off to
up, the market
opening
scored a, material advance all around.
The close was easy at an advance of
a shade to
cent net.
Prospects of enlarged demand from
feeders tended to lift corni!,;..,The opening, which ranged Jfrom a shade to
cent higher, Wn followed by a
Blight reaction, and then a moderate
general upturn. The close was steady
at the same as last night, a shade ad-

ever before and far greater destruc
we have
tive power. Undoubted
more complete auxiliary craft, submarines, torpedo boats andymore sub
marines, much better coast defense,
more" men than ever before and the
men are far more efficient, better
and more completely equipped
than in all the history of the country."
6.75.
;; Union Pacific, 115
f
Wouldn't Divide Fleet
Cattle receipts 1,500. Market steady.
The question of the naval strength
fed steers $9.5011.35; westPrime
TRADE'
BOARD'OF
CHICAGO
in the Pacific was taken up. Secretary
steers
deern
11.
Wheat
Dec.
$79.30; calves $610.
prices
Chicago,
Daniels testified there were on dreadex
Sheen, receipts 4,000. Market strong.
strength
veloped
.beeauseqf
today
noughts there-- nwrth "Ore son, now
treme low temperatures in tje west Lambs $7.758.60; yearlings $6.50
benlg put again in commission and
7.50.
more than 20 years old, was the only and southwest with implied probabil
battleship there. He told of the
cruisers, gunboats and torpedo flotilla
"The Store of Quality"
there.
"Do you regard the Pacific coast defenses as adequate for war?" asked
Representative Stephens of California.
EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
"Oh, no."
Mr. Stephens asked if with no war
craft of any importance on the Pacific
the secretary would feel safe. The
secretary replied that one of the pur
poses of building the Panama canal
was to enable the dispatch of war
vessels through lt."You can get the fleet through the
canal very easily, which greatly increases the value of our navy," he

become heated throughout mire quick
Denver, Colo., Dec. 10. rEIal Jewart
of Fort Wayne, Ind., wasi fivpn the ly thaiuename utensils. Food there- referee's decision over fetanlt Yoa- tore can be cooked in aluminum ware
bout with less fear of scorching and with
kum of Denver, after a
utensils have
here last night. The men are light- less fuel. j'Wear-Eveweights. Jack Torres won by a' knock- you food and expense, time and temout in the sixth round over Harry per.
mas.
"Wear-Ewer- "
utensil is made
Riede, of Denver. Young Chavez, of Each
Walsenburg, and Kid Lalo, of Trini- without joints, seams or solder, from
HIS BEAUTIFUL FAITH
WEAR-EVEdraw-tn,ck nard sheet alum
dad, fought a
inum. Strong, light to Washington, Dec. 11. The day when
LIEUTENANT DISMISSED
rust, electric power generated by steam,
handle, cannot
11. President
ALUMINUM cannot form poisonous will be cheaer than that generated by
Washington, Dec.
compounds with acid the falling waters of streams', is not
Wilson' has approved the sentence of
fruits or foods, practic- - far distant, in the opinion of John A.
dismissal from the army Imposed upon
r'

te Obux
id;

'

l

Aluminum Utensils

d

Tlit variety includes Strawberry, Red Cherry. Cvrrant. Raspberry, Qttlnce.
blackberry. Peach, Pmeuvvk, Plum. Orunve Marmuitsue, Honey, rtc.
ti'n are a fern of tbt other memlitrs of the Mitalre family : Coffee, Tea,
iifices. Flavoring Extracts, Cntsnp. Rtmlra, Peanut Butler, feice, Olives,
Muirte Syrup, and all varieties of canned fruits and vegetables.
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Denver.

Silver Pencils

"

Hold by the edges an aluminum pan
an enamel pan, of the"samo size.
and
(Continued from Page One)
so that the sides opposite your hands
In a small flame. .You will
drop
had arranged to transport to: other are
fields those former strikers unable to the aluminum pan f(rt.
get work in Colorado arid ithat'the re- This proves that
"'nV,
fusal of the Colorado operator?; to reemploy many of those raei woud not

flavor without the distasteful
recollection of dayi spent in a sweltering kitchen last summer.
Serve Moreys Solitaire Honey with hot cakes for breakfast.
Spread the youngsters' bread with Peach or Orange Marmalade.
Set any Solitaire Sweeton the table and watch the family go for it.
" The Best the Grocer Can Deliver "

Vanity '.Cases

I

Subscribe for The Optic.

Tatte that good,

Party 'Boxes

""Don't you think an enemy could
deliver a very severe blow to the Pa
cific coast before we could get ships
from the Atlantic?"
"An enemy," replied the secretary,
"would have to run the gauntlet of our
submarines in the Philippines and
Hawaii and then he obstructed by the
vessels now on the Pacific iong enough
for the stronger fleet to arriv."
He added that he would be jagainst
dividing the Atlantic fleet npwL to augment the Pacific protection.

3

Keep a Stock oa the Shelf

This week's market Is displaying a
large assortment of fruit and rrosh
vegetables. The holiday goodies are
commencing to come in and are being
shown in the stores. Strawberries and
raspberries, have Ibeen received by
one merchant, while Red
Emperor
'
oranges, Florida
grapes,, newiiaval
grape fruit, apples, bananas and Cali
fornia' persimmons are plentiful and
moderate in price- - Figs, dates and
raisins, etandard Christmas- "eats," are
arriving daily, .while' holiday candles
arei.'beljaa received .here constantly.
' Various' fresh vegetables are.:on sale
at a price that is considered moderate
for this time of year. Spinach, cauliflower and sweet potatoes also may
be obtained. There is a great variety
of choice for the salad, as the merchants have plenty of fresh tomatoes,
radishes lettuce, celery and those
"strong", .favorites,., green onions.
There is1 celery In abundance for garnishing the meal.
merchant bias received a ship.... One
ment of rhubarb, so that rhubarb pies
Mr. Brittan asserted that the rapid
may be placed on- tha Sunday menu.
Fruit cake has been received here for development of steam turbines and oil
the holiday meal and turkeys already fuel had kept pace with the progress
in
are coining In for Christmas 'day.
power generation and
that already electricity developed
from steam ad been sold m competition wtih
energy at a
lesser rate. For this reason, he argued, water power plants should not
be7adeit with additional; burdens
leasing bill.
AN

:

one-four- th

Preserves: and Jellies

Watch' Bracelets
Fountain Pens

It

After four
Imagiue yourself in his place!
years of search, hy police and detect
Suppose you had been appointed priives, aided, by the newspapers and1 po- vate secretary to an English gentlepular effort,,.the mystery of Dorothy- man and among other duties had to
Arnold, America's most noted .disap- rirTOTTwo 'beautiful young ladles. Now
halt suppose a young chap needed that job
pearance case, Is yet unsolved.-- '
million dollars has been expehdadin of private secretary worse thanj you
the long search, the whole eartl has chiefly because He needs the money.
been canvassed tor news pf the .pretty You are highly educated way up on
the arts, inuslc, etc. while the other
young Ne.wi York girl.
'; 1
Today there is but scant hfltpe. that- chap doesn"t know beans. Now supDorothy Arnold Is alive. If sho fell a pose again, thi 'young chap kidnaps
victim to white slavers, the? theory you and then presents himself to the
under which the police worki-d- , her English' gentleman as the private seccaptpr have ,shown marveIloi3 leapa- retary. - Can y6u imagine some of the
city for concealment. Whetft;iy this miwups that would result?
As a last "supposer,'; Bupppse you
theory was correct, and the seaijdli 'red
her captors to murder the girl aiiid' dp broke loose from your enforced deten
away with the body, bids faff to re--' tion, turned up at the English gentle
main forever a mystery. During the man's manor and there saw th chap
most painstaking search, no trace of who took, your place as. private secre
tary Bleated in, a cozy nook with his
the girl or' her body nas been found.
Four years ago tomorrow; December arms around two mighty pretty girls?
'
12, 1910, Dorothy Arnold left her home What would you do?-Just to make things a 'little more
on the shopping trip that ended so
disastrously for herself and hear weal- interesting" 'add to th6 above? a fussy
thy parents. On that moring she told old maid with ideas about spiritual
her mother she would visit shops on ism, two old codger uncles who Used
Fifth alvenue to select a new gown. It to hit the "high places" in their youngwas shortly after 10 o'clock when she er days but are now "dignified' and
bade her mother good-byand she, lastly a flashily dressed tailor who im
to
return home, for ; lunch. agines himself a gentleman of the
promised
Since the door closed that morning at first water.
This to give you a, smail glimspe
the Arnold home on East. 79th Street,
into the plot of "The Private Secre
been
Arnold
has
lost
Dorothy
totally
the farce comedy that the Elks
to the wwld- '!
.' tary,"
will
at the Duncan opera house
present
Although Miss Arnold disappeared
on Dec. 12, no public announcement of on Thursday, December 17. The cast
the. fact was made until the following is by all odds the best that could be
dimonth, when the New York Detective selected. Mrs. Charles Kohn is
of
the
the
production
play.
was missing. recting
bureacijttfflujrjiced-sh- e
False fetews teg taxall parrs of America, Put a' little' mark down right now
and even to Europe, but these were for the seventeenth of December and
all run down and proven useless. promise yourself that you are going
Thousands of photographs were sent to have the biggest laugh you have
broadcast by the police and the news- - had in years. "The Private Secre
will back you up in whatever
copers took up the search. Private tary"
detectives 'were engaged by the score you promise yourself.
the wealthy
by Francis FL Arnold,
SCHOOL FOR CONVICTS
father of the girl. Liberal rewards
Santal' Fnec; '11. The state peniwere offered. The' underworld was
searched to its dephs, hut among the tentiary commission remained in seswhite slave victims Dorothy :Avnoia aion today, 'hatj; 'yesterday opened
'
the numerous Bills for supplies jfor the
was not to be found. ;
'v. ,.
'
Miss Arnold had been, educated at coming half year. The boarri inspect
the
ed
and found every
penitentiary
Bryn Mawr, and was 2fi . years old
The members
when she disappeared. Her brother thing in fine shape.
John W. Arnold, who returned from were especially pleased with the fact
that Warden McManUs has started his
Europe ehortly after the girl was lost,
has been working hard in the search school for such convicts as desired to
The name of George S. Griscom, Jr., study. The class already numbers 40.
was linked with the case. That there Next Sunday the Christian Endeavor
was an attachment between him and society is to be reorganized by Arthur
E. P. Robinson, who is
devoting himMisa Arnold was- admitted, but Gris
to
self
the
work.'
in
was
who
com,
Florence, Italy,
claimed to know nothing of her where- ARIZONA LEADS US
alvouts. Shortly afterward he came
Sata Fe, Dec. li. The latest statis
to America to aid tue stricken family
iu the search. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold, ting of mineral production, just made
public, show that Arizona continues
parents of the girl, have made severil
four times as much mineral
produce
denied
to
but
they
they
Europe,
trips
as New Mexico, for New .Mexico's an
went in search of trie girl, declarmg
nual production is given as $17,862,3
they had given up hope of ever seeing as
against $70,875,027 in Arizona. How
her alive.
,
New Mexico doubled its producever,
While he was head of the detective
tion in two years.
Like in Arizona,
Wilsearch
the
bureau and directing
New Mexico's chief production was
liam J. Flynn believed that the girl
In copper, but unlike Arizona, New
was alive and would be found. Later
Mexico produced $5,588,352 worth "Of
he stated his conviction that she was
coal, "while Arizona has no coal. Howdead and that the case "would go down
ever, while New ' Mexico had
in history as an unsolved mystery
of the mineral production of
Ariona,, New Mexico paid only
much, taxes as did Arizona mines.
s.
New York,
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Forty fine fat TV: keys will bs given away abso.
lutely free, Lire cn Xmas Eve. Dec. 24, Ask

about our method

of

distribution.
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We Will

Have

a Fine Lot of

of
& Marx
U

Hart Schaffher

SUITS

Christmas Trees

;

Any man 19 ela to
own these things. We

Goats
and Bath have a g00d selection
of the aewest.
Robes

ONION

--

last night from

PERSONALS

J. Bcher carae1 in
Optimo on a short

G.

iieitt

Fancy
Wist- -

.'.

coats

Seaton, representing M. E.
Smith & Company, of Omaha, was
here today calling ipn the dry goods
,
trade.
E. Springer left today, on train No.
Mr".
10 for a short trip to Chicago.
Springer will attend to some business
.
i't!
in the east.
Mrs. A. V. McKilllp left on No. 2
last night for Wabasa, Ind. Mrs. McKilllp will return to this city after a
short visit with friends.
W. H. Dearstyne, representing the
Peters Papers company, of Denver, was
in Las Vegae today calling on the
trade.
Charles W. G. Ward, the district attorney, left yesterday eveing for Wagon Mound. Mr. Ward will return to-

iC.

Hol-nia-

-'

;

Adv.
W. C. Reid, a Roswell attorney, was
here today on professional business,
Mr. Reid is a member of the Jegal

firm of Reid & Harvey of Roswell,
and Is state solicitor for the Santa Fe,

The most elegant line of French
toilet preparaperfqmes and
tions ever shown In the city at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
Chester A. Hunker left today on a
trip across the mesa. He !s on busl-nesfor the district attorney's office.
Mr. Hunker will return on Sunday.
, Phil
Knowlton,
representing the
Carter Rice and Carpenter Paper company of Denver, was here'voday In the
interests of his firm.
Mies Sabina Gustafson ieft last night
for her home in Galva, 111. Miss Gustaf-soihas been here for over two years,
fturing which time she has been stenographer for Louis Ilfeld and later for
the. legal firm of Ward and Hunker.
During uer stay here she has made
many-- , friends' who were sorry to see
Miss GuBtafson ia not
her,; depart.
planning; to return to Las Vegas for a
considerable length of time, if at all.
s

v

9Sc
value Dress Gloves
Dress Gloves $1.25
$2.00 value Dress Gloves $1.49
-- 25c
Suspenders 45c
President Suspenders
25c
40c va.lue Tiesi..
49c
75o value Ties
69c
$1.00 value Silk Mufflers
98c
$1.50 value Silk Mufflers
Geneva Silk Hose
-- 49c
75c value Silk Hose
35c value Blk. Cashmere
25o
Hose Handkerchiefs in Xmas Boxes,
39c
per box, 25c and
25c
Silk Handkerchiefs 75c value Silk Handkerchiefs49c
'$1.98
.
$3.00 value Hats
$2.49
$3.50 value Hats
$4.50 value John B. Stetson

ilJti
'

This season's, offerings

Mack--

inaw

in.

all the rich color-

Coats for
ing, in plaids and plain
Men and
colors.
Boys
i

Hats at
Suit Ca8es"TH

'

-$lroms-it-lJf-

Stilt

tSc value

;

,

Miss M. L." Pugh came, in this afterShe will
noon from Wagon Mound.
make a short stay here to attend to
some business affairs. '
S. H. Arnold, who has been at the
Las Vegas hospital for some time, will
leave tonight for. Rochester, Minn.,
where he will undergo an operation."
Mrs. Kachelhofer and family arriv-

ed here yesterday from her home at
Freeport, 111. They will remain in
Las Vegas for the benefit of Mrs.
Kachelhoffer's health.

ARE PRISONERS.
The Havas agency
Paris, vj)ej.
has given out the following dispatch
from its1 correspondent at Fe Camp:
"Madameoiselle Morelie, a teacher
at Autry in the department of Ardnes,
wrote a letter on November 22 from
Zwickau, Saxony, In which she said
that she and 450 other inhabitants of
Autry had been taken to Zwickau, as
... CHILDREN

Doll Heads, 25c to

3.49

Fur Trimmed Felt House "
v

if

..Slippers

value ShlrtiliiaJSSc''
$5.90
value Mackinaw
OverSat9"$9.to alMH$,'lM& .
$1.25

$8.00

to

$5.90

:

98c
25c
49c

Trains, larger
$1.25
Larger Trains, 98c to
Trains, run on track, 49c
to

,

-$-

1.25

Mechanical Toys, 25c, 49c 98c
Large Friction Toys, 49c, 98c
and -

-

''

Variety of Iron Toys, 25c,

'

49c and

98c

.

Animal Joys, from 10c tor9Sc

...,"4..LLj.98o--

:

Doll' Buggies, from 49c to

$3.98

Drums from 49c to

$1.98

Toys for Girls and "
98c
.
Boys, 49c and
25s
.
?
Pop Guns,
985;::
Magic Lanterns, 49c and
'Aluminum. Tea Seta
j9o
'
Metal Tea. Sets, 10c
-- 25o
19c
10c,
Rubber Balls,
N6; V "Erector" Building Toy98c
25c i
Children's Books, 5c to
to.--'.--4-

9c

Supplementing the above lists, remember the excellent value in Ladles' Suits alt from $9.90. to $10.50.
Men's Suits at $7.90 and up, Boys .Knidterbocker Suits, $1.98 to. $4.98. Also Couch Covera from' 69c to
$2.49, Fringed Table Covers 6)c to 98c, and Portieres at $1.25, $1.49 and $1.98 pair. $5.00 value Trunks
$3.98; $6.50 vajue Trunks '$198";"$" 8.00 ' value Trunks, $5.90.

C77

Ch,e!S white and colors.

Jewelry

WM. G.

'iS

-'

HAYDON,-H-

W. KELLY
D. T.

of links and pins! to
match, Scarf Fins, jFull
Dress Sets, Etc.,. Etc."

.

.

...

--

-

Vice-Preside-

.

HOSKINS

Treasurer

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

-

celebrated mass for" some of tnese
men here today at the church of
Notre Dame des Victories. He closed
the service with this admonition: "Go
chil75
were
these
prisoners. Among
in courage and confidence." Services
dren. The trip lasted for 15 days. The
of prayer for the soldiers in the field
prisoners had nothing but the clothes
are being held dally in churches
wore
in
the
children
and
particuthey
These services
throughout France.
lar suffered from cold and hunger."
are being attended by extraordinarily
large numbers of families of the men
UNCHRISITIANLIKE
ai the front.
,i
CarAndrew"
Dec.
11.
Washington,
exHouse
a
White
caller
negie,
today,
KILLED BY MEXICANS
f,,s
pressed decided opposition to a truce
Douglas, Ariz., Dec. 11. ft, E. Dunn
in the European war during the Christmas holidays. He declared that it of Pittsburgh, Pa., Thomas R. Francis,
a mining contractor living here, and
would be Unchristianlike and immoral
Miguel
McNornlci, a Mexican, are reto stop thei fighting and then begin
to
have been; robbed and killed
ported
it again. He added1 that he cannot
believe any nation which adopted such by Mexican outlaws 'Wednesday while
a suggestion was doing it sincerely. they were returning here by way of
The president was out golfing and Calabasas froma mine which Francis
Mr. Carnegie said he probably would had been operating.
return to pay his respects.
LA PRINZA PRAISES.
.,
,b!
OPPOSE PUBLICTY
Buenos Ayres, Dec. 11. La Prlnza,
Washingtofl, Dec.. 11. Declaring in an editorial article today, speaks
that there has been' too much public- well of and
applauds the meeting of
ity of. military affarra of the nation, the
union, held in Wash
Senator .Weeks,, of Massachusetts, In
a speech In ihe senate today opposed
agitation for fltpeeial investigation of
military preparedness, praising the
strength and personnel of the navy
and urging the :. organization of an
army reserve. ;
"Any one may learn about oiir military or naval estimate by reading the
reports of the secretaries of the departments and the reports of those
who are conducting the different bureaus and brancb.es.
It Is an open
book to all our citizens and there need
be no doubt about our relative position
or our capabilities if one is disposed
to study reports instead of seeking
notoriety In the press."
'

...

ington recently; the object of which,
according to the paper, was to guarantee
the, H lietttraiity of American
elates and at. the same time afford
protection to mroerce.

niA
HO

TOLD

USE NORE

11.

Levan, the American vice conauL

third Spanish subject ia reported
in prison on a charge nimilar to that

A

which led to the execution of the
ij
other two.
The Spanish ambassador, Mr. Riano,
visited Secretary T3ryan and was told
that efforts would be made to save
the life of the man ia prison and that
further inquiries already had been
made to ascertain what were the
grounds on which the others were
executed.

''i

PASSES

CARE
(Continued from Page One)

AS WAGES

Chicago, Dec, 11 At the railroad
wage arbitration hearing today free
hospitals, pension systes, free clubs
and passes were suggested as elements iu the earnings of the engine-mewho are seeking advances In their
pay. The witnesses were C. R. D.
Jones, and O. Kearns, engineers employed by the Southern Pacific.
The Southern Pacific, their testimony showed, maintains free clubs.
n

Basugalt have been executed at
a
by General Caballero, the
commander. The cause of their
execution is hot known. Caballero
himself disclaims that he knew why
he had been instructed, to put them
to death, according to a report to the
state department today from Thomas

Tam-pic- o
Car-ranz-

nn

u) uj
o) y ii

MORE CANNON FOOD

Paris, Dec. 11. Four hundred thousand youths of 19 and 20 years, forming the class of 1915, went Into traininstruction
ing today in military
camps and barracks
throughout
France.
Having had preliminary
drills at home they will be ready for
the spring campaign. Cardinal Amette

:

Subscribe for The Optic.

DETACilADLE HANDLES
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LSI

FOR LADIES

U I

lif.il

9

Suit Case Size

GIRLS!
Wouldn't
you like a
box of
'Jstationery
embossed
an
artistic
monogram
in lavender
and silver

$3.15 and Up

-

j

i

.':!

'K

',

i

IT IS THE DAINTIEST

t

BANK

I

Studs., Cuff Links, Bets

Men's

C3Q,CQO.GO

OFFICcxWITH THE 6AN MIGUEL NATIONAL

$1.25

Gibbs'

Slaridard Book3of FjcUon.'j49c
Gift Books, 25c and.-- .49c
Xmas Box Papers, eicelleat
at from 10c' to $1.49

-4f

5C

Trains

Bags.$1.25

(Single pieces at Half Above
prices.)

CAPITAL CTCQtt

i

.

HULL

9Sc

Fancy Aprons, 25c, 29o and49c
$2.50 value Ladies' Waists.$1.98
$4.00 value Ladies' Walsts$2.98
$7.96
$12.50 value Fur Sets
.$9.96
$15.00 value Fur Sets
$11.80
$18.00 value Fur Sets
$14.75
$22.50 value Fur Sets

warmth, for street or
Jor worK jviceg from

OVER THIS LIST YOU MAY BE REMINDED OF JUST
WHAT YOU WAN T. WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ANYTHING

Dolls, all kinds,

ir

Casfts-ii-ip-

Shirts.'

$i!75 value Hand

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE

RUN

49c

$1.49
$2.00 value Hand Bags
25c
Geneva Silk Hose
- 69c
$100 value Silk Hose
$i.Su value Silk Hose
98c
Handkerchiefs in Xmas Boxes,
25o
per box, 10c, 15c and
39c
50c value Silk Scarfs

5c

'

value Haiui Bags

Gloves for,
dElying, for dress,! for.

s

Children

75c value Hand Bags

$1.75 value

Hosklns, Cashier.

35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00.

We hav

V

Some Helpful flints for the Selection of Gifts

$1.50

D. T.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

25c to $2.00.
Sweaters I "Re are things to
and
Li men
ones at,,;25c.
.t fce'Pp you .warm;. $1.50
lland- Sweater
others for more ; ntany.
r
Coats to 7.od,
1. r nave milium, oiuta iw

GOLDEN RULE
Women

wear

-

MMam asHuuQ Ilsimoh WSajpUa

Men

in diagoand strik-

s

nal stripes
ing figures. Plain and
fancy colorings; 25c,

Neck- -

UlOVeS

'-

morrow.

Fourl-n-Hand-

season offers new
and B,rik!D8, Patterns,
Rlch
rins3 tt ?5 to
$5.00

--

$.-;.-

J.' J. Fus, the miller from Mora, was
vherif today laying in supplies.
:i&jS. Eagan arrived in Las Vegas
'Tu$tiiHght from Kagle, Colorado.
Kegus came in last night from
;.
Denver for a ehort business stay.
Paul H. Mirise of Trinidad was here
today pn business affairs.
P. R, Roth, a cattle man, from
was In town today on buslnes.
Liggett's chocolates, tno best and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
W. W. Pace came 'a. last night from
Ei Porvenir to spend a few days in
town.
N. M. Abreu, a cattle raiser from
Springer,,awas in tovrn. today on TBusiness.
Initial letter paper and initial
respondence cards at Murphey's Drug.
Store. Adv.
Noberto Sena, a rancher of La
CtteVa, was here today doing
his
rChrlst"mas shopping.
William Morgan "came-vYlast night
from Weber, N. ,M. Mr. Morgan is
a rancher in that neighborhood.
Herbert Dillingham came' in yesterday evening from Colorado Springs,
to attend to some personal affairs.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes,
rich finish in Imported han'dpalnted
China at Murphey's Drug '"store.-- .
r
'

E50,OO0.CO

Vice-Preside-nt

House

Mr. and Mr"

OVERCOATS

J. M, Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

Supplies forCjjrjUtmas

VppRRY

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

Tt

Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly - Mistletoe
and a nice lot of Plants and

.,.

1914.

11,

TBeHome

w;
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REPORT OF UNITED STATES OBSERVER SHOWS IT TO HAVE
BEEN A FREAK
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. November averaged much above the normal In
but far below in precipitation;
f
the normal precipless tban
itin occurred. The excess of temperature waa general over the state, with
the slight exception of a small area In
western Mora and southern Colfax
counties, where a slight deficiency occurred. The greatest excess was in
the higher districts and la the lower
Rio Grande valley, the niide&t weather
apparently following these two extremes in altitude, while the Pecos valley, the middle and upper Rio Grande
valley, the plains country and western
e,

one-hal-

explateau did not, as a rule, greatly
ceed the normal. No severe weather occurred. The coldest of the month was
from the 14th of 15th to the 21st, and
the lowest temperature generally occurred on the morning of the 19th.
The first two weeks were warm, and
the highest temperature occurred, as
a rule, on the 1st, 7th or 0th, or 13

The precipitation of the month was
reclight, although not the lowest on
ord for November, for much smaller
average precipitation occurred on several prior years. Thus the average
for November 1903 was a trace, while
that for. the month in 1894 was only
f
of the
0.01 Inch.
Nearly
naa
month
In
lust
the
closed,
state,
no precipitation, or but a tracw, and
the southern third alone showed a fair
amount. Only one precipitation period
that could be called at all
and
that was from the 23rd
general,
to the 25th, when fairly heavy preci
pitation occurred in localities over the
southern counties. The higher dis
tricts were least favored, practically
no snow fell over the mountain Urea
of the north half and very little else- where. The average snowfall for the
one-hal-

of an inch,
state was but
and the Btored depth at the close of
the month was almost nothing. Streams
were low and water becoming scarce
in many localities. The month, however, proved to be an unusually pleasant one in practically all parts of the
state. The dryness and mildness permitted good progress in tall work,
threshing and marketing.
Pressure
The mean sea level atmospheric
pressure at Santa Fe was 30.11 inches;
highest, 30.53 on the 19th'; lowest, 29.76
on the 14th. At Roswell the mean
was 30.10 inches; highest, 30.53 on
the 19th; lowest, 29.G6 on the 14th.
At El Paso the mean was 80.04 inches;
highest, 30.40 on the 19th: lowest,

WEE

Ls Vegas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

East

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H. V. Kelly, President!
"

JtcobQross,

Vloe-Pre-

Clarence Idea, Seojr. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robbtns.

GROSS KELLY Si CO.
Wholesale Grocers

wool. hides (el pelts, lumber,
bain wagons
navajo blankets
;eagle hay presses
K

Greek Designs
quite the
thing in
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LOOBY CESTAUCANT

IM

CAFI

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LBS!
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clerk-draftsma-

Mrs. McClain'a Experience With Croup
"When my boy, 'Ray, was small he
was subject to croup, and I was alCham
ways alarmed at such tim-iB- .
berlain's Cough Remedy proved far

ae

n

'

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

:

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 L. O. O. MOOSE Meets aectnd and
fourth Thursday
eac
A. M, Regular comevening
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitins
munication first
third Thursday in brothers cordially invited Howard T.
etch month. Ylsltlng Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
brothers cordially in
vited. Gay M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettea. Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Visiting inemberi
Reg- - are
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
cordially invited. Colbert Q.
Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
w
uiar conclave ovuuu
dey in each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p.. m. Dr. H. M.
CHAPMAN

ud

COLUM

better than any other for this trouble.
It always relieved him quickly. I am
V
never without it In the house for I
Temperatre
the
mean
state, know' It is positive cure for croup,"
for
The monthly
as determined from the records of 96 writes Mrs. W. R, McClain, Blairsvllle.
stations having a mean altitude of Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.
Attorney-at-Laabout 5,000 feet, was 44.9 degrees, or
Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder.
shown
as
Las
East
IN
COURT
CRUCES
normal,
the
Vegas, New Mexico.
above
degrees
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
havSanta Fe, Dec. 11. Federal Judge
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
by the departures of 32 stations
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
ing records for ten years or more. William H Pop has adjourned the
TISEMENTS
the
1913,
Las Cruces term of court which was
cation first Monday In each Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
Compared with November,
Calls answered day or night.
ffonth was 1.2 degrees colder, for No- t have convened snort! y until Februmonth at Masonio Temple
insertion.
vember last year was very warm. The ary 8. Together with this announce- Five cents per line each
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
a
OR. F. ft. HUXMANN
H. P.: F. O. Blood, Secra- highest monthly mean temperature ment comes the news that Judge Pope Estimate sis ordinary word.s to line,
Dentist
was 54.7 degrees at Deming, and the will go to New York during January No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
Dental work of any descrlpOoa at
lines. All advertisements charged
highest recorded temperature, 85 de on federal court matters.
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O.
moderate prices '
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
grees at Fort Sumner on the 4 th. The
without regard to number of words,
lowest monthly mean was 32.0 degrees
Paint In Back find Hips
4. Meets every Monday evening at Room. 1, Center Block. Office Fhoi
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
Caah In advance preferred.
at Ellzabethtown, and the lowest rec
their hall on sixth Btreet All vlsiUng
Are an indication of kidney trouble
to
orded temperature, zero at the same
attend,
invited
brethern
cordially
a warning to build up the weakened
LOCAL TIME CARD
station on the 18th, 19th and 21st
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. .Rogers,
rid
make
them
your
vigorous,
Wssistosi
The greatest local monthly range of kidneys,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Go to
- blood of acids and poisons.
C. V. Hedgcock,
Csit Bound
temperature was 70 degrees at Virsylfor Foley Kidney Pills. IF iOU want to sell range mares Wertz, Treasurer;
druggist
your
mvia and tne leasi
uesutjra
.
Trustee.
Arrive
Depart
Cemetery
In 50c and $1.00 Bines. Sold in your
write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
Rea Ranch, near Tajiuue, while the
7:41 p. ft
1:20
m.....
No,
p.
I....
Red
town by O. O. Schaefer and
Cross
greatest local daily range was 59 de
....11:B4 p. m... ..11:11 p,
B,
O, ELKS Meets second and No.
Drug Store. A. v.
WANTED A cook. Apply 823 Sixth
30th.
on
the
Park
at
Vermejo
grees
!: a, m
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
!:! a, ft
street.
Humidity
1:IS p. m..... I:H p, a
month Elks' home on Ninth street N. It
BIG
STAMPS
RECEIVED
The mean relative humidity at San
West Sound
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. Internal Reve
a Fe at 6 a. m. was 51 per cent; at
Wm. H. Spring
i
Invited.
Arrive
are
Depart
cordially
nue Collector Carpenter has at last
0 p. m. 40 per cent, and- for the month
1:16 p- Li
D. W. Condon, Se No, 1.... 1:10 p. m
Exalted
Ruler,
er,
of
denomination
received
the
higher
per cent. At Roswell the mean at internal revenue
1:41 a, it
No. I,,,, l:S5 a m
stamps, running as HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire cretary.
6 a. m. was SO per cent; at G p. m.
4:11 p.
m
4:10
No.
p.
T..r.
Onion.
of
Perry
announced
as
that
$50. It is also
40 per cent, and for the month 63 high
SECUR No.
OF
LADIES
KNIGHTS
AND
....
m.....
p
:!! p.
documentary or
per cent. At the Agricultural College persons purchasing
2390 Meets In
NO.
COUNCIL
ITY,
SALE
rooms.
FOR
Residence, eight
in $100 quantities
the 8 a. m. readings averaged 80 per proprietary stamps
DAY IN HAMMOND, IND.
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102 W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the CLABBY
will be allowed a discount of 1 per
x
iz
m.
5
cent,
per
the
p.
cent,
readings
each
of
third
Ind., Uec. 11. This Is
Mondays
first
and
Hammond,
Btreet.
Call
at
or
house
Eighth
and for the month 61 per cent, while cent.
month at 8 P. m. Visiting brothers "Jimmy Claljby" day in Hammond, for
Room 19 Crockett block.
one reading a day at Fort Bayard gave
and Ladies always welcome. O. L. the chamber of commerce has planned
Checks Croup Instantly
:m averaee of 62 tier cent lor the
TO BE SOLD at City Pound Saturday Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont a big celebration for the boxer who-pu- t
month.
You know croup is dangeronus. Ann
. at 10 o'clock
a. in., one good sized ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Hammond on the map. The muPrecipitation
you ought to know too, the sense of
Z,
908
Jackson
avenue;
Local
dark bay horse. Ben Coles, City
sicians' union has polished up Its
Deputy,
The average precipitation for the security that conies from having Fo
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 horns and has been practicing "See,
Marshal.
state, as determined from the records ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
the Conquering. Hero uomes." Athof 163 stations, was 0.31 inch, or 0,46 house. It cuts the thick mucus and
letic heroes are fast supplanting poinch below the normal, as shown by clears away the phlegm,
stops the
BROTHERHOOD NO litical heroes in turn-out- s
FRATERNAL
of the old
the departures of 50 stations with ten strangling cough and gives easy
102 Meets every Monday night b home town, and Hammond will not
1.08
was
years or more record. There
breathing and quiet sleep. Every us FOR RENT Two room furnished O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
be behind the times. It is said that
inches less precipitation than during er is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
house. Phone Main 351.
cor
8 o'clock.
are
members
Visiting
has prepared a. speech and
Jimmy
November, 1913. The greatest month Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
welcome.
T. Buhler, Presd bought a dress suit.
dially
J,
Plainat
2.34
inches
FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary
ly amount was
rooms. 1103 Lincoln. Phone 367.
view, eastern Chaves county, while no
PECULIAR. FORMATION
O. H. Baily, Treasurer.
Sick Two Years With Indigestion
Santa Fe, Dec. it. A piece of cedar
precipitation occurred at 73 stations
"Two years ago I was greatly benThe greatest amount during any 24 that had grown into the exact shape FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA efited through using two or three botconsecutive hours was 1.94 Inches at and sie of a! large pineapple is being
or without board. 710 Grand.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly tles of Chamberlain's Tablets," writes
12th
and
11th
the
on
ranch
Glorieta
V. Detgado of the
exhibited by.
at O. R. C. hall, on the second Mrs. & A. Keller, EHda, O., "BeLcve
The average snowfall for the state was Santa Fe Lumber and Transfer com- FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham and fourth
Tuesdays of each month at fore taking them I was sick for two
of
an
was
There
0.1 inch.
average
cows. Apply H. K. Leonard, San
pany and isatlracting some attention
8
G,
m.
S. Nelson, Consul;
J.
p.
years with indigestion." Sold by
a little more than one day with 0 01 because of its unique structure.
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
Z. W. Montague, Lo- dealers.
Adv.
Laemmle,
Clerk;
inch or more precipitation.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
Wind
Gas in the stomach comes from food TWO furnished rooms for lighthouse-keeping- ,
welcome and cordially Invited,
Reaa The Optics Want Ads.
The total wind movement for the which has fermented. Get rid of this
modern except heat; no pecially
or
was
4,262
Fe
miles,
month at Santa
eick, no children. 810 Lincoln avebadly digested food aj quickly as pos5.9 miles per hour; highest velocity sible if
nue.
you would avoid a bilious at26 miles from the north oa the 12th.
tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
At Roswell the total movement was need. It cleanses and
strengthens the FOR RENT Five room furnished
3,783 miles, or 5.3 miles per hour; stomach, liver and bowels, and rehouse. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.
MOST
YOUR MONEY
the highest velocity, 21 mies from stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
the north on the 27th. At the Agri- 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv FOR RENT House four rooms and
cultural college the total movement
bath, electric lights, newly papered
was 3,550 miles or 4.9 miles per hour;
and painted; best location; low rate
BARR TO THE PEN
highest velocity, 36 miles from the
to good tenant. Phone Purple 5301.
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. George Barr of
west on the 17 th. At El Paso the total Roswell is the latest recruit for the
movement was 5,386 miles, or 7.5 state penitentiary. He withdrew his FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
miles average per hour, highest motion for an
with sleeping porch, light housekeepappeal and is in a hurry
velocity, 33 miles from the north on to serve his sentence of from 12 to15
ing if desired. 722 Grand avenue.
the 11th. The prevailing direction for months so as to have it over with.
Phone 143.
the state was from the southwest.
Sunshine and Cloudiness
RETAIL
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
The month was an unusually clear phlegm is obstructing the air pas.....20c per tOO lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery.....
one, the northern half of the stare, es- sages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
25c per 100 lbs.
each
to
1,000
2,000
delivery
pounds,
continuous
pounds
pecially, having practically
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that It LOST Gold earring, reward for re
200 pounds to 1.000 pounds, each delivery......... 30o per 100 lbs.
sunshine. At Santa Fe there was 90 can be coughed up and ejected. Price
turn to Optio office.
40c per 100 lbs.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery..
per cent of the total possible amount 25c, S0c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
60c per 100 lbs.
SO pounds, each delivery
Less
than
or 276 hours; 29 days had 50 per cent Central
Drug Co. Adv.
FJImcellansossm
or more of the possiblea mount. Roswell recorded 77 per cent of the posNOTICE
FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
sible sunshine, and had 23 days with
Notice is hereby given that the regreasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
50 per cent or more of the possible
ular annual meeting of the stockholdLasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
amount, while for the state, as a ers of the Las Vegas Sayings Bank
advance Infor
homesteads;
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
whole, there were 22 clear days, six will be held at the office of the bank
mation; counties Sain Miguel, Guadtwo
and
but
cloudy.
partly cloudy
at 10:00 a. m. Tuesday, January 12th,
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
Miscellaneous Phenomena
1915, for the purpose of electing direcstate township desired; will give
Solar halos were observed on the tors for the
sections subject to entry; retainer
year.
ensuing
8th and 29th; lunar halos on the
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
(Signed) D. T, HOSKINS,
iFINfl WHAT YQU WANT
29th and .30th. Foggy mornings were
Treasurer.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E Washington,
common over the eastern counties on

29.71 on

the

14th.

'

.

For ficnt

Monogram
Stationery

WELL PASSES TEST
Santa Fe, Dec. 11. George H. Well,
for the past three years on the clerical force of the surveyor general's office, today received notice from the
civil service commissioner that he had
passed creditably the examination for
the position oj
his
high.
average being exceptionally
Quite a number of persons took the
examination, but Mr. Well was the
only one who passed.

....

INCORPORATED

Are

one-tent- h

11, 1914.

this year.
They are

artbtic too.

Optic Pub. Co,

.
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

PRICES
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
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the 2nd to Cth, 13th, 14th and 28th,
29th, while in central and western
counties fog was observed in localii-tie- s
on the 10th, 11th and 12th. Thunderstorms were observed at a few
southern stations on the 2nd, 7th, 10th,
11th and 30th.
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New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

Merldea
Connecticut

ft

114

D. C.

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that the reg- SPANISH, TYPEWRITING SHORT-hanular annual meeting of the stockholdlessons ty an easy and pracers of the San Miguel National Bank
tical method. D. Trambley, 1119
of Las Vegas, will be held at the ofEleevnth street.
fice of the bank at 10:00 a. m. on Tuesday, January 12th, 1915, tor the purWhy They Recommend Foley's Honey
pose of electing directors for the enand Tar.
suing year.
P. A. Eflrd, Conejo, Calif. because
(Signed) D. T. HOSKINS,
"it produces the best "results, always
Cashier.
cures severe colds, sore chest and
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa lungs and does not contain opiates
sion recently to use a liver medicine or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tayand says of Foley Cathartic Tablets: lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I be
"They thoroughly cleased my system lieve it to be an honest medicine and
land I felt like a new man light and It satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
free. They are the best medicine I Neihart, Mont. because "Jt gives the
have ever taken for constipation. They best results for coughs and colds of
beep the stomach sweet, liver active, anything I sell." Every user is a
bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
I:
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
d

WIT ADS

-

mil

AD..
WHAT YQU

OUT

WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth moBt

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would he?r of your
property unless It were advertised here,
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, nsed machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.

..'.-'-

WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATISFIED. Try them.

LAS VEGA

I
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e have a new and
plete line of samples,
any one of which would

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

"2
-

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

EMBOSSED STATIOHERY

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
o-

m

e

or colors embossed to
your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All

monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends upontho style.
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are to be sent to Germany, are under
way in Texas, according to an an
TV0 ROUTES
nouncement made here today. It was
the animals are to be
DEBE FOB TRAVELERS stated that
this state to Genoa,
from
shipped
Italv. but local dealers expressed the
forwarded
AUTO TOURISTS MAY CROSS AT belief that they would be
was said
It
to
there
Germany.
BRIDGE
from
OR
STREET
PRINCE
STREET
European agents are to spend $3,000,000 for Texas horses and mules.
The auto truck of the Southern CaliAccording to a long distance tele
fornia Automobile club made several
call that has been received by
Las
phone
Vegas, placing
trips today through
road markers in several places. D. C. Ludwig William Ilfeld, there were
at
Mitchell and D. S. McStay, the auto- eight Inches of snow yesterday
'
;
...
mobile club's representatives on the Glorieta.
truck, marked two routes through Las
The office of the county c.lerk has
Vegas on the road to the east by way
to Qosme
of Raton.- - The men came in from tho issued a marriage license
Cuesta.
La
of
21,
Damian
aged
down
Leyba,
direction of Santa Fe coming
and Eufogia Urioste, aged 37, of Ley
South Pacific street.
The first route marked was on South ba.
Pacific to Prince street, turning off
The body of Anton C. Kacln will
and going
by way of Grand
avenue. The second route followed leave on train No. 2 for Chicago. It
South-Pacifistreet to the Plaza, turn- will be accompanied hy Anton Kacin,
Miss Pauline A. Kacin, the
ing, down Bridge street and over Sr., and
of the
'"Douglas Avenue to Grand avenue and father and sister respectively
came
here
Kacln
C.
man.
Anton
dead
r.tlten out to the north. The men have
his
of
benefit
the
for
time
short
a
ago
routes.
both
erected markers on
Thoy
of
pulon
died
Tuesday
probably will leave Las Vegas early health. He
tomorrow morning, working along the monary tuberculosis.
Watrous road toward Raton.
AUTO STAGE
The markers being used are the best
AutomoDiie stage line to "Mora triobtainable. Three signs are set on
steel piping that is planted In the weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
One sign Is the Insignia of urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a,
ground.
the Automoble Club of Southern Cali- m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
fornia. The second is a sign point- Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
ing the way to the adjacent towns m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
one
along the road, telling the distances, to $3. Round trip tickets good for
B.
H.
week.
Hubbard,
Prop,
the
is
of
that
them. The third sign
National Old Trails association, which
RED CROSS IS.SAFE
mapped out the routes being used.
The signs are made ,ct Iron, with, a
Washington, Dec. 11. Ambassador
white 'background, which is lettered Penfield at Vienna today reported
In red, white and blue. The routes members of the American Red Cross
will thus be permanently marked. The unit, in Servia safe and well. Some
eigna placed In San Miguel county are apprehension had been felt for them
being paid for by the county commis- after the capture. ofL Belgrade by the
sioners. Mora county also will pay Austrian forces.
lor her signs.
WilHam O'Byrne, brother of James
HORSES FOR GERMANY
O'Byrne, arrived last night from his
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 11. Negotia- homf lib Los Angeles for a short visit
tions for the purchase of 30,000 horses Mr. tt'Byrne was hereflibl spring, at
and $12,000 mules, which, It Is said, which time he made many friends.

THECii!

The Very Best Goods
JONES DAIRY FARM SAUSAGE, JONES DAIRY FARM
BROOKFIELD

FARM SAUSAGE,

SEAL SHIPT

MONARCH FRUITS.

ARCH VEGETABLES,

BACON,
MON-

OYSTERS,

YOU CAN GET THEM

ONLY AT

STEARNS
Jones Bros
A

Store

puhe

Fresh Keg

h am

APPLE CIDER

Just Tapped

50 Cents S1LOn
IKE DAUi&

-K:-

TIE

CASH' GFJOCEPi
.

knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour

particularly, she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmls-- :
takable terms. Order a sack, tov

f'l

II

'

'';':'
;

OLD FASHIONED

Tonight

"Convict,

fusions,"

BUCKWHEAT

Costumes and ConVitagraph

reported today to be somewhat

"Plot at the Railroad Cut,"
sensational railroad story," second "Hazards of Helen" series.

LOCAL

Comb Honey

SchillinjfsBest
Coffee

NEWS

40c per Pound

Trey o' Hearts, fourth episode.
Browne Theater tonight only. Adv.Be sure and

visit

Murphey's

Drug

Store during gift buying season. Adv.
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

The very .best
:

COFFEE
on the Market

OPS

Im-

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

proved, though not entirely out of dan
ger. T. H. Neilan of Indianapolis, a
brother of Mrs. Ryan, who arrived early this week, will leave tonight for
home.
He will be accompanied by
Mrs. Neilan, who came heje with him.

A

J. P. FLINT DEAD
At 8:30 o'clock this morning Joseph
Porter Flint died at the Central ho
Mrs.
tel, the home of his sister-in-laR. Flint He had been ailing for
some time, and! had., been In a dying
condition for the past week. Mr.
Flint was born In Washington county,
Ohio, 69 years ago. About 25 years
ago he moved to Central, Kan., and

FIKST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
;

for holiday stationery
Order your revenue cancellors now.
greetings must be in by Decem- Optic Pub. Co.
ber 15. Optic Pub. Co.
The office of the county clerk has
I have two furnished bedrooms for issued a marriage license to George
rent. CI 4 Columbia avenue. Adv.
Demetry, aged 34, and Petra Cobley,
aged 23, both of Las Vegas.
Emenaker, jeweler and watchmaker,
now located at 612
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
Douglas avenue.
Adv.
of the New Mexico Normal Univer
sity, has announced that Christmas
Emenaker, jeweler and watchmaker, vacation will commence on Friday, Denow located at 612
Douglas avenue. cember 18. School will reopen on
Adv.
,
Monday, January 4, 1915.
All orders

alnd

Mata-more-

'

for

Fur

"

Y

T5e Las Vegas Roller Mills

;

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
f

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
A

Our Patrons Dictate
What the Bill Shall be.

s,

The expense of a funeral to be respectable aod in
good keeping, need not be great. Our large stock of
cheap, medium and good grade goods give our patrons
the privilege of selecting what they feel they can afford,
Our aim is always to give more for the money than can"
elsewhere be procured. Our busine&s " system and the
only complete equipment In the city, make tills possible.

HOLIDAY RATES GIVEN

,

BY THE RAILKUADS
;.The merchants of Las Vegas have
decided to commence opening their
stores In the evenings' rom Tuesday,
MAY
Don't neglect to order your Individ December 15, until Christmas. This TEACHERS AND PUPILS
ONE
AT
RETURN
TRIPS
MAKE
ual Christmas cards.
does not apply to the groceries, which
FARE
AND
will not stay open in the evenings un.
The sweetest and, .purest candy in til a day or two before Christmas.
The rate commissioner of the Santa
the city at Murphey's Drug Stare. In
Fe railroad has. wrrtten- - to the local
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
council
The city
will meet in regular
h6 rates'
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
session this evening at the city hall office of the road concerning
to the Panama exposition. He say's
8
at o'clock. The finance committee
Don't miss the two-ree- l
feature en- is requested to meet in the office of that he is unable to tell what rate
titled "The End of a Perfect Day," the city clerk at 7 o'clock to consider will be charged from Las Vegas to
with Ed. Coxen and Windefield Green important financial business of the San Diego, San Francisco and return.
The fare from pueblo, Denver and.
wood. Mutual Theater tonight only. city.
Colorado Springs to the coast cities
Adv.
The local postofllce ;offleials are and return will he $45.. The rate from
For sale cheap, household furniture conducting a campaign to induce gift Las Vegas and return will be about
for three days. Mrs. Dillon, 1022 givers to send their packages through the sanie. These new rates will go
Fourth street. Adv.
the mails at an early date;. . "It Is a Into effect on March 1, 1915. Each
great disappointment to;ser.d holiday excursion ticket will be good for 90
Miss Margaret Flalz has taken a presents and then ascertain that
they days.
The special rates for teachers and
position at Bacharach brothers' store have been delayed in the mail until
over the holidays. '
the day after Christmas," says the pupils will go Into effect on December
postmaster. They say that this need 18 These rates are for teachers and
A burning flue at the residence of not
happen If shippers will act diligent- school children who wish to go to
F. P. Sieglitz, 80S Main street, caused ly and get their gifts into the mails their homes for the Christmas vacathe fire department to turn out In a before the postofflces are so congest tion. Tickets at the reduced rates
will be on sale at the Santa Fe of- hurry about 9 o'clock this morning. No ed as to cause delay.
was
house.
to
ffices
24,' 25 and
on December 18;
the
done
damage
on
The'rate
and
I,'i9l3.
'31,
commissioners
January
The
of
San
'
Miguel
'
"The End,J of jerfecl' Day" with county met at the court house this will be one and
regular fare
Windefield Greenwood and Ed. Coxen. afternoon to lssu the proclamation for a round trip. This rate applies
Tonight only, Mutual Theater. Don't of election for justices of the peace only to points In New Mexico. In all
miss it. Adv.
and constable. They also appointed cases the last day on which the return
the judges of election, and chose the tickets will be accepted is January
,. Seventeen quart enamel dish pan. polling places for the election. In San 4, 1915.
Good quality uniform gray mottling Miguel county the
people will elect
on heavy steel base. Strong handles. 54
JEWISH FEAST OBSERVED
justices, one In each precinct.
A remarkable value. Sale price, 40c. There-wil- l
Tomorrow night at O. R. C. hall the
be three chosen in the
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
town of, Las Vegas and one in the Sisterhood of Temple Monteflore will
city of Las Vegas. The election will give a dance In celebration of the
Caesar Mangroom, who should be a take place on the second
Monday in Jewish feast pf Chanukkah. This af- valet, judging from his name, was ar- January, which falls on January 11.
rested last night by Chief Coles.
Is a negro. Waldo Jones was
The extent to which automobiles
found In the company of Caesar and
used as means of conveying busi
,are
SHOPPING DAYS
was arrested.
The two were given ness men to and from their
stores and
ten days In jail by Police Judge Mur- (offices is scarcely realized until a
ray this morning. They will be em
jheavy snow, like that of the past two
ployed upon the streets until their days. As soon as the
ground is thicksentences are served..
,.
ly plastered and the temperature beWe are displaying swell lines of
gins to drop, the Btreet car traffic he.
Cut Glass.
Writing paper. Can you imagine a, ,gins to pick up. Manager Southard of
more acccpldo,e glix yan
are- -i Dig uh(, Htr.-- t r.TOO
'
Silverware.
tUnl
beautiful box of writing paper?. MurChina
Closets.
cars
j.the receipts of the
are increased
phey has the most stylish and best fourfold In weather that does not
Buffets.
per;
In
the city. Ady, ,,.
Dressers.
quality
mit- of the use of the automobiles. He
"
Library Tables.'
says the gasoline buggies have had
On Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock, an appreciable effect
upon the numMiss Marie' Mann's- - , Sunday
school ber of
"Fash theButfcn-cndRes- f
passengers carried by the trolclass of St. Paul's Memorial church ley: cars, due to the. fact that auto
will hold , fcaridy .Sal&-;ir- i ;he Guild owners, when
driving to or from the
hall. Besides some nice , home madd business section,
pick up people
there will also Ae atew. fancy
upon the corners.for the street
ing
articles. Adv.
ifars.

5

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

engaged extensively in wheat raising.
He attended the world's fair at St.
Louis, Mo., in 190, and while there
was subjected to an attack of pneumo
nia, his health falling Mm ever since.
He has made four trips to Las Vegas,
coming here last In June, 1914. His
health always had derived great benefit from a visit here, until his final
trip.
Mr. Flint is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Evaline Morrill, of Bellaire, O.,
and Mrs. Loretta Riggs of New
Ohio. The funeral will take
on
Sunday, from the chapel of
place
J. C. Johnsen and Son, interment becemetery
ing in the Odd Fellows
where he will be buried beside his
only brother, O. F. Flint.

Grocer and Baker

Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv.

-;

there will be a Chanukkah service at
Temple Monteflore. On this occasion
Rev. Dr. J. II. Landau, spiritual director of the congregation, will deliver
a special sermon on "The Child." The
public 13 cordially invited to attend
tonight.

Mrs. H. J. Ryan, who has been crit
ically 111 for the past two weeks, was

two-ree- l

Comedy.

J

fair will be given especially for the
children of the congregation, as the
day is isenUally one for the youngsters. The dance will commence at
7:30 o'clock. All the children of Congregation Monteflore are cordially invited to be present. This evening

According to the report of Volunteer
Observer Lewis of the Normal University , the minimum temperature
reached last night was seven degrees.
The maxlum reached yesterday was 34
degrees.

PROGRAM

PHOTOPLAY

11, 1914.

Back on the job with coal and wood.
O'Byrne, Main 47. Adv.

ONE-THIR-

Jj,G Johnsen A Son
Funeral Directors.

you wish Special Equipment
or Color in your 1915 Ford?

one-thir- d

We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your, order now and get Just

what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford sei viee'.'!
"

F.

Man-groo-

YhQPJIodarn Woman

day. Ask your grocer
':
Quill Flour.

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

J.WESNFR

At Whalerw Gara.ge.
111

TILLCnmSTMAS

.

wait-cand-

y

k,.;.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC:

MAJESTIC
.Ifc.ftf-

A

-

b

"

MALLEABLE
RANGES

0

o

ULJb. nrn

ro

Present
That Gloom Killing,

Side-SpliUio-

g,

'

ii

Farce-Comed- y

C

....

O

IRON

"THE PRIVATE SECRETARY"

An old fashioned
Is
about at good for cooking as
fire-plac- e

At

lie .'Home

Of

The Best

Of

H
X
n most of

Everytlog Eafabl
HJE5TIC

MAJESTIC

Old Fashioned

MFG.

ST.UUI5.
I-

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
THE GRAAF & I14YWARD

0.

CO.

-

I

11

Cl),

jy

5T.LDUIS.

a23
PI

-

CD

H

6

STORE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

the cheap
"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.

A

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toll,
time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable re-

sults, hot water in abundance.
Easy terms.
LUDWID

Installments

WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture and
Hardware.

7nunc BUY, BEG. 17

OPERA

n

HOUSE
Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axminster Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.

HE

III

Opposite

the

Y. M,

FURH ITURE

COVPM

C

A.

NOT

A

HUZZY M0HENT
TWO HOURS OF
fllRTHFUL MIXUPS

IN THE

Funnier than a busch of marimondas fumed loose

o
n

iT&PFF

